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The problem with which this investigation is concerned 

is that of studying and re-evaluating the life of the 

Tennessee Indian fighter and politician, John Sevier. No 

attempt has been made to compile a comprehensive biography, 

although, for the sake of completeness and continuity, the 

study does contain brief introductory and concluding chapters. 
e 

Instead, emphasis has been centered on the most significant 

and controversial episodes in Sevier's life. 

The purpose of this study is to furnish a new historical 

frame of reference from which to evaluate Sevier's life. 

This study was undertaken in the belief that a school of 

revisionist historians led by Thomas Perkins' Abernethy and 

Arthur Preston Whitaker has lodged a series of criticisms 

and charges against Sevier that are not entirely warranted. 

This study is not Intended as a forthright rejection of the 

revisionist point of view, but rather it is intended to 

suggest that there are other feasible points of view that 

should be considered before judgement is passed. 

Sources consulted in this study include virtually all 

of the standard printed primary source collections touching 

on the history of the old Southwest., the Draper Manuscript 



Collection, .and the document collections of the Tennessee 

State Library and Archives at Nashville and the University 

of Tennessee at Knoxville. In addition, because of the 

Interpretative nature of this study, considerable attention 

has been given to the pertinent secondary sources. 

This study consists of a preface and seven chapters. 

The preface constitutes a brief recapitulation of the kind 

of legendary background with which the revisionist historians 

had to deal. Chapter I is an introductory chapter covering 

Sevier's ancestry and early life up to the age of thirty-one. 

Chapter II, which deals with'Sevier's career as an Indian 

fighter, questions the revisionist allegation that Sevier 

was a responsible party to the Boyd's Creek Massacre of 1780. 

In October, 1?80, Colonial and British forces clashed 

in a two hour battle at King's Mountain in western North 

Carolina. While revisionist historians have denied the 

significance of the battle itself and largely discounted the 

role Sevier played in it, Chapter III suggests that the 

Battle of King's Mountain was one of the most significant 

of the Revolutionary War, and that the role played by John 

Sevier was surpassed by no one. 

Chapter IV deals with the story of Sevier's involvement 

in the State of Franklin movement. The revisionists have 

contended that Sevier participated in the movement in an 

effort to further his western land dealings. Chapter IV 



suggests that Sevier's participation was based on a sense of 

provincial patriotism. 

Chapter V deals with what the revisionists have called 

the Spanish Conspiracy. They have implied Sevier was enter-

taining thoughts of treason while serving as governor of 

Franklin, again with an ultimate aim of furthering and pro-

tecting his western land dealings. This chapter raises 

several questions as to the logic of the revisionist charges, 

and suggests that Sevier*s actions again could "be attributed 

to a sense of provincial patriotism. 

Chapter VI reviews the famed John Sevier-Andrew Jackson 

feud from a fresh perspective. Contrary to what Jackson 

biographers and historians in general have traditionally 

implied, Chapter VI suggests Sevier clearly emerged the 

winner. The final chapter briefly covers the only relatively 

placid segment of Sevier's life, those years from 1803 until 

his death in 1815* 
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PREFACE 

' ' THE LEGEND OF JOHN SEVIER 

'Not only was John Sevier a legendary, almost bigger-

than-life figure during his own lifetime, but for 125 years 

after his death, his name remained unsurpassed in the hero-

worshipping folklore of the old Southwest. As a frontier 

defender, John Sevier was more than just an Indian fighter; 

he was "Nolachucky Jack, the scourge of the Cherokees," the 
e 

"pale-face chief who rode like the wind and smote like the 

whirlwind•" And 

Though the . . . [Cherokees] recognized in him the 
Nemesis of their nation, they conceived for him 
a fanatical admiration, which at last deepened into 
a superstitious belief that he was the special 
representative of the INVISIBLE. Fighting with him 
was therefore a struggle with Destiny, and this 
thought did more for Western civilization than a 
thousand Deckard rifles A 

As a soldier, John Sevier was nothing less than "incarnate 

victory.M 

Never let it be said, however, that John Sevier was a 

fighter only. True, as a man among real men he could "shoot 

the stralghtest" and "ride the hardest," but he could also 

"dance the best;" moreover, he was reputed to be the "handsomest 

1 James R. Gilmore, John Sevier aa a Coiaraonw&alth-Euilder 
(New Yorki D. Appleton and^CompanyT 1*887)1 "pft?™ < 



man on the frontier.'1 As a founding father of frontier 

democracy, he was "ever brave, constant, and loyal to the 

interests of the pioneers," and "as pure a patriot as can 

be found in American history." He was "Tennessee's beloved 

knight," "cavalier and prince," all-around "beau sabreur," 

the "epitome of the frontiersman and the idol of his followers." 

And to those who were convinced Nolachucky Jack could do no 

wrong, he was the "Penates of every household." "To them, 

his smile was a benediction; his word an inspiration; the 

touch of his hand was an annointing." Again, in the truest 

sense of the word, John Sevier was, and to some degree at 

least, still is sn authentic Ac-"iccr. fo?k l e g e n d 

^The tendency toward a legendary treatment of Sevier was 
especially prevalent in the1 writings of late nineteenth and 
early twentieth century historians and chroniclers and in such 
works, for example, as Gilmore, John Sevier; Archibald Henderson, 
The Conquest of the Old Southwest (New York: The Century 
Company, 192077 Marquis James, Andrew Jackson, The Border 
Captain (Indianapolis: The Bobbs-Merrlll Company, 193577™ 
John P. Brown, Old Frontiers; The Story of the Cherokee Indians 
from Earliest Times to the Date of~Their Removal to the West, 
2 2 ! THngsport, Tenn.: Southern Publishers", Inc., 1938)"; 
Constance Lindsay Skinner, Pioneers of the Old Southwest (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1*919)"; Donald* DavidsonT The Old 
River: Frontier to Secession, Vol. I of The Tennessee, 2 vols.. 
Rivers of America Series (New York: Rinehart and Company, Inc., 
19^6); Thelma Dykeman, The French Broad, Rivers of America 
Series (New York: Rinehart and Company, Inc., 1955); Oliver ' 
Perry Temple, John Sevier: Citizen. Soldier, Legislator. 
Governor. Statesman. 177^-18l"TTKnoxvllIe : The Zi-Po Press, 
Printers , 1910); Tennessee" Daughters of the American Revolution, 
.Two Famous Tennesseans: John Sevier, Andrew Jackson (Knoxville: 
n.p., 1923); and Theodore Roosevelt, The Founding of the Trans-
Alleghany Commonwealths, 178*1-1790. Vol. Ill of "The Winning " 
°£ the West, 4 vols. (New York!"G. P. Putnam's Sons", 1BB97. 
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It Is In the nature of all heroes to "be tested. In 

the decade of the 1930's, a small band of American histo-

rians began a dissection of the Sevier legend. Foremost 

among these early revisionists were such widely respected 

authorities as Thomas Perkins Abernethy, Carl S. Driver, 

and Arthur Preston Whitaker. William Masterson followed 

in the revisionists vein in the 1950*s, although his efforts 

were primarily directed at a Sevier cohort, William Blount. 

F03? the most part, the revisionists concentrated their 

attentions on four particularly controversial chapters in 

Sevier's lifej his role in Indian relations and particularly 

his role in the Boyd's Creel: Campaign of 1 ?88~1789; his 

involvement in the so-called "lost state of Franklin" movement; 

his part in an alleged conspiracy to unite the trans-

Appalachian Watauga region with Spain; and his career as 

a Tennessee politicis-n, during which he came into frequent 

and usually volatile contact with Andrew Jackson. The final 

portrait of John Sevier as rendered by the twentieth century 

revisionists proved to be far different from the image of 

the swashbuckling Nolachucky Jack of old. 

The purpose of this study will be to examine, once 

again, and chapter by chapter, those chief areas of contro-

versy in Sevier's life, and in the process to arrive at some 

conclusions as to where the criticism is justified and, just 

ao importantly, where the critics may have overstepped their 

ill 



bounds. For the sake of completeness and historical per-

spective, this re-examination will also include brief 

chapters on Sevier's ancestry and early life and his last 

years in the United States House of Representatives. Hopefully, 

the need for a new, composite study of John Sevier is readily 

apparent. Both the passage of time and the complexity .of 

the man himself demand it. 

iv 
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CHAPTER I 

BACKGROUND OP A LEGEND 

. It is virtually impossible to fill in every branch on 

the family tree of John Sevier. Such records as still exist 

are almost all second-hand and at best fragmentary• However, 

one can find sufficient evidence to conclude that Sevier 

came by whatever traits of leadership he possessed in a most 

natural manner. The Sevier family can be traced with some 

degree of certainty back as early as the reign of King 

Henry IV of France. The original spelling of the Sevier 

family name was Xavier, but occasional uses of Se-, instead -

of Xa-, in the spelling of the name date back as early as the 

first written records of the family itself. The Xaviers of 

Medieval and Renaissance Prance were an influential family, 

intimate friends and distant kinsmen of the royal household.1 

In or about the year l685i as a consequence of the 

revocation of the Edict of Nantes, Valentine Xavier fled to 

London.., where he eventually anglicized his name to Sevier. 

There, about 1700, he married a young lady named Mary Smith. 

In 1702, Mary Sevier presented her husband with a son, also 

*The most famous of all the Xaviers was a churchman, 
known to history as Saint Francis, the first Jesuit missionary 
to India and Japan. 



named Valentine, and it was this son who would one day be 

the father of the man American frontiersmen called Nolachucky 

Jack. 

In the year 1?30» the younger Valentine Sevier and his 

brother William left London to seek their fortunes in the 

New World. After landing in Baltimore, the brothers went 

their separate ways, William to drift into anonymity, and 

Valentine to marry a young lady named Joanna Goade. After 

a brief stay in Orange County, Virginia,2 the young couple 

moved on to Rockingham County3, where they were to remain for 

the next twenty years. In this still rather sparsely settled 

frontier county, Valentine Sevier took quite an active role 

in local civic and business affairs. Unfortunately, however, 

his contributions were not always positive ones. While he 

served with honor, if not distinction, as a member of 

Schol's Military Company,^ and while he became a prosperous 

mill owner, tavern keeper, and land speculator, still 

Valentine Sevier became something of a nuisance to the local 

legal authorities, forever suing somebody, being sued, or 

^Elijah Embree Hoss, "General and Governor John Sevier," 
ms. of an address to the Rockingham County, Virginia, His-
torical Society, Special Collections, University of Tennessee, 
Knoxville, n. d. 

3Later renamed Augusta County. 

^Joseph A. Waddell, Annals of Augusta County, Virginia 
(Richmond: William Ellis Jones, Book and Job Printer, iTTSST, 
p. 280. 



standing trial for one minor offense or another.5 On 

September 23, 1745, still another court entry was made beside 

the name Sevier. On that date, at Toll House Farm, in a 

valley known as the Long Meadows some five miles south of 

New Market, Virginia, Joanna Sevier gave birth to her first 

child, a son named John.^ 

John Sevier spent his early days in fairly typical 

boyhood fashion, although the education he received was 

considerably better than what one in his circumstances might 

have expected.7 The harsh realities of the American frontier, 

however, required young people to grow up in a hurry. At the 

age of sixteen, John Sevier married Sarah Hawkins, only 

fifteen, and the young couple moved to a tract of land in 

the Long Meadows, where Sevier became a rather restless and 

discontented farmer. John Sevier, like his father, was of 

^Lyman Chalkley, ed., Chronicles of the Scotch-Irish 
Settlement in Virginia, Extracted"from the Original Court 
Records of Augusta County, 8Bo~, 3 vols7( Baltimore: 
Genealogical Publishing Company ,"*1965) > 1:121, 137» 182. 

^John w. Wayland, A History of Rockingham County, 
Virginia (Dayton, Va.: Ruebush-Elkins Company7 191277 p. 3^9 • 
For the best overall accounts of John Sevier*s family back-
ground, see Cora Bales Sevier and Nancy S. Madden, Sevier 
Family History with the Collected Letters of General John 
Sevier . . . (Washington: Kaufman Printing Company, Inc.," 
1961), and Zella Armstrong, The Sevier Family, Vol. IV of 
Notable Southern Families (Chattanooga: Lookout Publishing 
Company, "T92^T« 

^Sevier and Madden, Sevier Family History, p. 26; 
WaylancT, Rockingham County, p. 3 ^ • 



that breed of men x-rtio looked upon land, not as a resource 

to "be used, but as a commodity to be bought and sold. Only 

a short time later, he moved to the present site of New 

Market, Virginia, where he purchased a large tract of land 

which he laid off into town lots and sold. He also reserved 

a parcel of the new town for himself, upon which he estab-

lished a successful general store and inn.® 

The early l?60's were, of course, years of danger and 

death on the southwestern frontier, and John Sevier played 

the ordinary soldier's role in meeting the French and Indian 

threat.9 Evidently he impressed the people of the valley 

with his courage and leader-ship ability at a very early age, 

for shortly after the major threat had subsided, Governor 

Dunmore granted him a captain's commission in the state 

militia.10 At this point in life, and while still a young 

man,. John Sevier had made the frontier dream come true. 

While by no means a wealthy man, he was financially secure. 

Moreover, he already possessed a position of honor and 

prestige in his community. Indeed, his future seemed limit-

less. Something occurred, however, in the late 1760*s and 

early 1770's that caused Sevier to turn his back on all that 

^Armstrong, Sevier Family, p. 129. 

9 John W. Way land, A Hlstox-y of Shenandoah County, 
Virginia. (Strasburg, Va.: Shenandoah Publishing House, 1927), 
p T l 3 ^ 

10Ibid., p. 77. 



he had worked so hard to attain, and to choose Instead the 

uncertainties and insecurities of life on the very extremity 

of civilization. One can only guess as to what prompted 

this decision. It is improbable that it was due either to 

financial need or social pressure. More likely, his inspi-

ration was of a more romantic nature. John Sevier, like 

countless others before and after him, was Intrigued by the 

West. In the words of Sevier's principal biographer: 

Strange narratives of ever present dangers regaled 
his mind. Exultations of spirit in the face of 
danger caught his restive imagination and strength-
ened his determination to experience the thrill of 
subduing the untamed. He felt the lure which had 
enticed men since the first settlers touched the 
cocist of the new world—the Uect, and again, the 
West.H • 

More than willing to trade security for adventure and 

opportunity, John Sevier would be in his element in the West. 

Sevier saw the Watauga region of what is now East 

Tennessee for the first time in 1771* The beauty of the 

area fascinated him, as did the virgin fertility of the 

seemingly innumerable river valleys.!2 Following his second 

trip to the Watauga in 1772, Sevier yielded to the enthusiasm 

of his brother Valentine, who had already settled there,!3 

!lCarl S. Driver, John Sevier} Pioneer of the Old 
Southwest (Chapel Hill {""University of North Carolina Press, 
1932771pp. 1-2. 

12Sevier and Madden, Sevier Family History, p. 26. 

^Armstrong, Sevier Family, pp. 129-30• 



sold all his possessions in Virginia, and migrated west. John 

Sevier and his own family, his father,^ and five of John*s 

"brothers and sisters all arrived at their new home on Christ-

mas Day, His commitment to his new community was 

apparently a total one. 

John Sevier's impact in the Watauga settlements was a 

substantial one from the very beginning. The Watauga Asso-

ciation drafted its first constitution in 1771. Sevier was 

one of the five original commissioners elected by the people 

and a member of the first court created in the settlement.-*^ 

It is worth noting that these honors came his way even 

before he had eat&blished permanent residoncy in the West, 

and this can be accounted for in several ways. As has been . 

mentioned, Sevier did visit'the Watauga as early as 1771» 

and it is probable that he had already obtained title to 

the JLand on which he was to settle long before the migration 

of 1773* As a landowner, Sevier would have been eligible 

to stand for election. Secondly, Sevier did hold a captain1s 

commission in the Virginia militia, a position of considerable 

honor and Influence in the eighteenth century. The name of 

l^Ibld., pp. 18-19. 

*5joanna Goade Sevier died about the time of the migration, 
Valentine Sevier, the elder, reniarried shortly and settled 
on the banks of the HoIston River, about twenty-five miles 
from his sons. Wayland, Shenandoah County, p. 105. 

^^Driver, John Sevier, p. 10; Tennessee Daughters of 
the American Revolution, Two Famous- Termesseans, p.. 15* 
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John Sevier would lend an important degree of respectability 

and prestige to the Watauga Association, The advantage to 

the Wataugans of having a Virginia captain numbered among 

them becomes even more apparent when one considers the fact 

that they mistakenly thought their settlement fell within 

the western Jurisdiction of Lord Dunmore and the Virginia 

legislature. 

The move to the Southwest was a gamble for Sevier, but 

it was a gamble he won. It is doubtful that the power and 

influence he was to enjoy could have been his, at least not 

to the same degree, had he contented himself only with the 

opportunities Virginia offered. Within two years after 

moving to Watauga, he played a principal role in negotiating 

with the Indians one of the'most important land cessions 

made up until that time, achieved through an un-named agree-

ment between the Cherokees and Charles Robertson signed on 

March 19» 1775«'®"̂  By the spring of 1776, the question of the 

actual location of the settlements had been resolved, and 

Sevier, acting in his capacity as commissioner, drafted a 

petition on behalf of the settlers, requesting that the state 

l?Driver, John Sevier, p. 11. 

l^Brown, Old Frontiers, p. 5* Although the purchase 
agreement constituted~~a violation of the British Proclamation 
of 1763* the War for Independence would render this a 
meaningless objection. 



of North Carolina extend her Jurisdiction over the transmontane 

region.19 North Carolina acted promptly. The area was 

christened Washington County, and the state congress at 

Halifax invited the new district to send its first,slate of 

delegates. John Sevier, John Halle, and Charles Robertson 

were the first delegates elected.20 Sevier's neighbors 

honored him again in 1778 when they elected him first clerk 

of the Washington County Court.21 In May, 1779. they con-

firmed their confidence in him yet again by appointing him 

to the first and very crucial board of Commissioners of 

Confiscated Estates.22 

John Sevier had risen rapidly in the esteem of his 

fellow frontiersmen during his first seven years on the 

19James Getteys McGready Ramsey, The Annals of Tennessee 
to the End of the Eighteenth Century . . . (Charleston: 
Walker and James, 18537, p. 13̂ "*~ 

20Walter Clark, ed., The Colonial and State Records of 
North Carolina, 30 vols. (Goldsboro, N. C.: Nash Brothers, 
1§86-1907), 10:951. See also Ramsey, Annals of Tennessee, 
p. 139. . 

2^The pioneers* trust in the fairness and impartiality 
of Sevier was evidently well placed. One of the first persons 
to have to answer to the new court was John Sevier, Jr., cited 
for contempt at the very first session, held February 23, 1778, 
In the cabin of Charles Robertson, near Jonesboro. Tennessee 
Historical Society, "The Records of Washington County," The 
American Historical Magazine, 5 (October, 1900):327-28. 

22Howard K. Browning, "The Washington County Court, 
1778-1779' A Study in Frontier Administration,tt Tennessee 
Historical Quarterly, 1 (December, 19*4-2):335* 
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Watauga, as a myriad of personal honors attest. But to find 

the real source of not only the respect, but the great 

affection with which the westerners regarded Sevier, one 

must look beyond the honors to the personal characteristics 

of the man himself. Two respected voices from the past have 

provided perhaps the best Insight into the cult-like following 

that he commanded on the southwestern frontier. John Haywood 

described Sevier as 

. . . Endowed by nature with those rare qualities 
which make the possessor in all places and with 
all people an object of attention and a depository 
of their confidence—qualities which cannot be 
kept from obs ervat ion.^ 3 

J. G. M. Ramsey was more explicit: 

He was fluent, colloquial, and gallant—frolicsome, 
generous and convivial . . . . Of books he knew 
little. Men, he had studied well and accurately. . . . 
He was impulsive, but his impulses were high and 
honorable. . . . He was without pride—if that 
failing is not one of the ingredients that con-
stitute a laudable ambition—for he was ambitious— 
not of anything low or ignoble; he was ambitious . 
of fame, character, distinction and achievement.^ 

Certainly by 1?80, John Sevier was well on his way to 

achieving everything he had ever wanted. The late 17?0's 

had proved a turning point for him. His adopted country 

had become part of North Carolina, and he had been elected 

to his first state political office. Furthermore, he was 

23John Haywood, The Civil arid Political History of the 
State of Tennessee, from Its Earllest~SetTlemen't up to~the 
Year 1796 . . *"TNashvilleT~W. VJ'T Haywood, 19157» P* 61. 

^Ramsey, Annals o_f Tennesseepp. 108-09• 
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destined to play a significant role in the.revolutionary-

struggle with England, which was building toward a climax. 

The first Indian war of any consequence in which he played a 

notable role occurred in 1776. Finally, in 1776 the state 

assembly at Halifax provided the avenue by which Sevier was 

to become the legendary idol of the Southwest. That year 

they appointed him lieutenant colonel of militia for Washington 

District.^5 To be sure, John Sevier already enjoyed a 

degree of respect and popularity unparalleled among those 

who knew him, yet this was only the beginning. It was 

Sevier*s military prowess that made him a hero bigger than 

life. As Carl S. Driver lias expressed it, in a land fraught 

with danger like the American frontier, "the protector who 

shielded . . . [the pioneers] from the savage became their 

ideal.H26 

25ciark, Records of North Carolina, 10:998. 

^Driver, John Sevier, p. 15* 



CHAPTER II 

NOLACHUCKY JACK—-SCOUHGE OF THE CHEROKEES 

In spite of the success John Sevier enjoyed in other 

areas of his life, his reputation was built primarily on 

his exploits as an Indian fighter. He was not without his 

detractors, however, in his own time or in times since. 

While few, if any, have questioned his effectiveness, a 

number have questioned his motives. The controversy has 

centered around two allegations: one, that he precipitated 

the Indian wars to provide an excuse for driving the red 

men from desirable western land, and two, that he helped to 

instigate the conflicts in order to provide the setting in 

which he could bolster his own prestige. 

Sevier*s career as an Indian fighter began in 17?6. 

Up until that year, Indians and whites in the Watauga region 

had gotten along rather well. In 1??6, however, the western 

settlers became convinced that the British were actively 

organizing the Indians as allies for the fast-approaching 

revolutionary struggle.* Actually, at the time, the British 

1Albert V. Goodpasture, "Indian Wars and Warriors of the 
Old Southwest, 1730-180?Tennessee Historical Magazine, k 
(June, 1899);28; Clark, Records'*oF North Carolina; ldY5()6-07. 

12 
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were doing their "best to keep the frontier calm.^ The Greeks 

and Cherokees were Indeed preparing to go on the warpath, 

but their plans had little if any direct relationship to 

the struggle building among the white men themselves. Late 

in 1777 • the western state governments launched what they 

regarded as a preventive war. The relatively short-lived 

conflict came to an end.in July, 1777, with the effective 

offensive strength of the Indians severely crippled.3 Prom 

that point on, the nature of Indian warfare in the Southwest 

was such that.the Indians were almost always on the defensive. 

What offensive successes they did achieve proved to be at 

best token achievements in light of the retribution that 

inevitably followed. 

Throughout virtually all of the 1776-1777 offensive, 

John Sevier was preoccupied first with his duties as repre-

sentative of the Watauga settlements at the Halifax Congress, 

and second with the organization of the defenses of the 

frontier towns. It was in the rather unglamorous capacity 

of organizer and tactical planner that his talent for 

military leadership began to emerge. Still, as of 1780, he 

Phillip M. Hamer, "John Stuart1s Indian Policy During 
the Early Months of the American Revolution," Mississippi 
Valley Historical Review, 17 (December, 1930) :35l"-66. 

3Ramsey, Annals of Tennessee, pp. 152-57* 
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had not taken a significantly active role in any actual 

combat against the Indians.1* 

In 1780, John Sevier, along with Colonels William 

Campbell, Evan Shelby, Benjamin Cleveland, and Charles 

McDowell, led an expedition of over-mountain men to King's 

Mountain, where they delivered a crushing blow to British 

designs on the lower colonies.5 Upon returning to the 

Watauga, they found that the Indians had taken advantage 

of their absence to launch another spirited but, as it turned 

out, short-lived offensive. Acting on information supplied 

by the friendly Indian chieftess Nancy Ward,^ militia 

Colonel Sevier- mustered his Washington County troops, some 

170 in number, and marched against the offending Cherokees. . 

This was the first command over which Sevier had ever had 

complete control.7 The punitive party made first contact 

with, its quarry on the banks of Dumpling Creek, a small 

tributary of the Prench Broad, on the third day of the march. 

Sevier divided his main force into three detachments, with 

Major Jonathan Tipton commanding the right wing, Major 

^Driver, John Sevier, pp. 19-22. 

5see Chapter III. 

^Ben Harris NcClory, "Nancy Ward: The Last Beloved Woman 
of the Cherokees," Tennessee Historical Quarterly, 21 
(December, 1962):357-59; see also Julian P. Boyd, ed., The 
Papers" of Thomas Jefferson, 17 vols, to date (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1950- )» ^:3&1• 

^Driver, John Sevier, p. 25. 
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Jesse Walton the left, and Sevier, himself, the center. The 

plan was to send a small advance party forward to lure the 

unsuspecting Cherokees into a trap. With one exception, the 

plan worked to perfection. Tipton failed to hold his ground 

and .left a gap through which a large number of the enemy 

escaped.® Of the estimated 500 to 600 Indians at what has 

been erroneously labeled the First Battle of Boyd's Creek, 

some 28 were killed and a considerably larger but undetermined 

number wounded.9 on the other hand, white casualties were 

limited to one wounded.̂ -® 

John Sevier's first experience in combat as a field 

commander had been a successful, albeit, controversial one--

as he was soon to find out. The brunt of the criticism came -

from Sevier's immediate superior, Colonel Arthur Campbell, 

who accused the fledgling commander of having instigated the 

fight in the first place, and of demonstrating poor judgement 

in failing to wait for him, Campbell, to arrive with rein-

forcements. H As soon as Campbell reached Dumpling Creek, 

®Lyman Copeland Draper, comp., "Draper's Notes," Draper 
Manuscript Collection: Records of the American Frontier from 
1765 to 1815, State Historical Society of Wisconsin, Madison, 
32:1̂ 0. 

^Haywood, History of Tenness ee, pp. 74-75. 

James Sevier to Lyman Copeland Draper, August 19. 
1839» Special Collections, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, 
P« 3* 

^Henderson, Conquest of the Old Southwest, p. 331. For 
a good account of Campbell's criticism, see Brown, Old 
Frontiers, p. 195® 
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the combined Sevier and Campbell forces pushed deep into 

Indian territory, burning and pillaging, laying waste Indian 

towns and provisions, until at last the red men desperately 

sued for peace. By the end of January, 1781, the campaign 

was o v e r . 1 2 John Sevier had passed his first test as an 

Indian fighter. 

The Indian uprising of 1?80 marked the beginning of a 

long series of hardships to be visited on America's frontiers-

men in the coming decade." In the spring of l?8l, Colonel 

Sevier again mustered his troops, this time to lead them on 

a Journey of some 150 miles against a tribe known as the 

Overhill Cherolioes. The tactics he employed ticrc to become 

a trademark of his campaigns. In essence, he outplayed the . 

red men at their own game, sweeping swiftly and without 

warning through their country with a small, but well-

disciplined band of men. He harassed his enemies constantly, 

avoided pitched battles, destroyed detached parties whenever 

he could find them, burned towns and crops, confiscated 

livestock, and then vanished before forces could be mustered 

to oppose him.13 The end result was twenty-nine Cherokees 

killed, nine captured, and fifteen to twenty of their chief 

l2Sevier to Draper, August 19, 1839, Spcclal Collections, 
University of Tennessee, Knoxvllle, p. 4. 

13Tennessee Daughters of the American Revolution, Two 
Famous Tennesseans, p. l*f. 
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towns burned. White casualties were light, numbering only-

two. 

During the summer of 1781, the frontiersmen crossed the 

mountains once again, this time to aid in the climactic 

campaign against Cornwallis.^5 The British evacuation of 

Charleston served as the signal to Sevier, Shelby, and the 

others to return to their homes. As expected, all was not 

quiet on the western frontier. Following a spring and 

summer of almost continuous Indian hostilities, Sevier 

gathered his militia forces and led them across the Coosa 

River and deep into what is now Alabama and Mississippi. In 

this campaign, casualties were light on both sides as the 

white men concentrated their efforts toward the destruction . 

of Indian supplies and staging points. The strategy proved 

to be a successful one. It would be 1786 before the Chero-

kees. again felt strong enough to challenge the man from 

Nolachucky.1^ 

1^Sevier to Draper, August 19, 1839, Special Collections, 
University of Tennessee, Knoxville, p. 5. See also Samuel 
Gordon Heiskell, Andrew Jackson and Early Tennessee History. 
2 vols. (Nashville: Ambrose Printing Company, 1920J, 1:317-18, 
and Brown, Old Frontiers, p. 196. 

1 *5 
"The general feeling among frontiersmen was that the 

sooner the VJar for Independence was concluded across the 
mountains, the sooner peace could be achieved with the Indians 
on the frontier. William P. Palmer and others, eds., Calendar 
of Virginia State Papers and Other Manuscripts . . ., 11 vols. 
"(Hichmond»™1 B75-1893) , 1:*Fl¥-15. 

16 
Sevier to Draper, August 19, 1839» Special Collections, 

University of Tennessee, Knoxville,• pp. 5-6. 
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Even while the efforts of John Sevier and his men were 

bringing about a semblance of peace on the frontier, state 

officials back east were busy laying the groundwork for 

future conflict. Following the Treaty of Paris of 1783. and 

acting under the presumption that the Cherokees and the 

English had been allies, North Carolina asserted the right 

of conquest, assumed title to vast expanses of Cherokee land, 

and Immediately threw it open to appropriation and settlement.1? 

As a result, land offices such as John Armstrong's at 

Hillsborough opened to booming business. The signs of the 

times were evident in the Treaty of Hopewell, November, 1785• 

By its terras, the Cherokees were forced to surrender land 

that had been theirs for hundreds of years.^8 white men who . 

had for years, and in violation of treaty after treaty,^9 

encroached on the land now held it legally. 

. By 1785-1786, the government of the state of North 

Carolina was beginning to reverse itself, to take another 

look at its attitude toward the Cherokee lands. The specter 

of war consciousness in the Indian camps was growing more 

^Albert V. Goodpasture, "William Blount and the Old 
Southwest Territory," The American Historical Magazine, 8 
(January, 1903)s2~3* "~ 

^®For the text of the treaty, see Davidson, The Old 
River, p. 175. 

19Such as Sevier's Treaty of Dumpling Creek, 1785, 
quoted In Hugh TaImage Lefler, ed., North Carolina History 
Told by Con tem porar 1 ejs (Chapel Hill :* University of North"' 
Carolina Press193^")T pp. 72-73* 
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ominous every day. The westerners, however, reacted to any 

talk of compromise or conciliation on the part of their 

government as an unforgivable desertion of their interests. 

The most remarkable consequence of this essentially sectional 

problem came in 1?86, when the westerners attempted a complete 

break with North Carolina through the formation of a new 

state of Franklin. Much to his surprise and consternation, 

John Sevier found himself elected to head the erstwhile 

state. However, all,this'is a story in itself, and certainly 

justifies a separate telling. 

By 1786, the military situation on the frontier had 

deteriorated to the paint that- the Cherokees were raiding 

white settlements with relative impunity. At last, John 

Sevier felt compelled to take action. No longer acting as 

an officer of the North Carolina militia but as commander-

in-chief of Franklin, he gathered together 160 mounted men 

and struck swiftly into the heart of the Cherokee villages® 

For the most part, this particular campaign proved indecisive, 

Upon learning of an elaborate ambush being planned by a wily 

and ambitious young chief named John Watts, Sevier pulled 

back.^ Throughout 178?, the situation continued to worsen. 

Finally, in 1788, North Carolina General of Militia Joseph 

Martin decided to put an end to the Indian threat once and 

^See Chapter IV. 

^Driver, John Sevier, p. 28. 
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for all. . With a large force under his command, Martin met 

the enemy at Lookout Mountain. The results, for Martin, were 

disastrous. North Carolina casualties were heavy; confirmed 

Indian dead numbered only two.22 

John Sevier, who had, of course, been excluded from 

participation and consultation in the Lookout Mountain 

campaign by virtue of his connection with the Franklin move-

ment , realized the Cherokees would want to follow up their 

recent victory. With a hand-picked cavalry of forty men, 

Sevier hastened toward the frontier settlements, arriving 

Just in time to rescue the inhabitants of Sherrill's Station.23 

As Sevier and his men were soon to discover, the summer of 

1788 turned out to be an especially crucial period as far 

as the frontier Indian problem was concerned. 

In June, 1788, John Sevier organized what he intended to 

be a conclusive campaign against the Cheroke.es. It was a 

campaign that proved memorable, however, primarily for one 

reason. This was the campaign in which the historically 

friendly Chief Old Tassel was massacred under a flag of 

t r u c e . ^ This tragedy at Boyd's Creek constituted one of 

the most controversial chapters of Sevier's life and resulted 

in a charge of treason being leveled against him by North 

22Brown, Old Frontiers, pp. 283-8^. 

23lbid., pp. 285-86. 

^Haywood, History of Tennessee, pp. 196-97• 
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Carolina Governor Samuel Johnston.2 5 By November, 1789, 

however, the government of Franklin had collapsed, and the 

erstwhile state was being welcomed back into the fold. The 

westerners responded by immediately electing Sevier, the 

accused traitor, to the North Carolina Senate,26 a n& the 

Senate demonstrated that all was forgiven by appointing him 

to the then prestigious committee on Indian affairs.2? in 

December, 1789, the North Carolina General Assembly restored 

him to his post as brigadier general of m i l i t i a . 2 8 Thus, 

within the space of little more than a year, Sevier had moved 

from hero to traitor and back to hero again. 

Joan Sevierfs last service as an Indian fighter came 

in 1793» and his invasion of the Indian country proved to 

be so devastating a blow that his services were never required 

again.29 From a narrative standpoint, the military career of 

John Sevier was over. However, controversy has time and time 

2-5ciark, Records of North Carolina, 17J697* 

26Ibid., 21:718, 584-85. 

2?Ibld., 11:659. 

28Ibid., 21:725-26. 

29James, Andrew Jackson, p. 7̂ -» For a complete summary 
of this expedition, see Driver, John Sevier, pp. 33-36, and 
for the official report see Walter Lowri'e "and Matthew St. 
Clair Clarke, eds., American State Papers, Indian Affairs» 
2 vols., (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1832) 
15*1-69-70• This was, incidentally, the only expedition for 
which Sevier ever received any compensation. Helskell, 
Andrew Jackson, 1:312. 
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again revived the stories of the military exploits of Sevier, 

and it would not be fitting at any juncture simply to pass 

on the tales of battles won without at least some attempt at 

. analysis, some attempt at putting things in proper focus. 

As has been said before, John Sevier had to endure 

criticism, both from his own generation, and from men of 

later generations. Typical of this criticism is that 

surrounding his first endeavor at Dumpling Creek. Again, 

few if any have criticized his methods, but a number have 

ascribed to Sevier all kinds of ulterior motives. Typical 

was the attitude of Theodore Roosevelt, who interpreted 

Sevier's actions as the pursuit of financial self-interest.30 

To deny that John Sevier took note of the rich, virgin lands 

through which he passed, even to deny that he coveted them, 

would be absurd. He had too much of the speculator in him. 

However, it is equally unrealistic to imply that such con-

siderations constituted the only motive, or even the 

dominant motive in Sevier*s career as a militia officer. It 

is not necessary to dig very deeply to find ample Indian 

provocation for every expedition he undertook. If the spoils 

were there for the taking, John Sevier was not loathe to take' 

them; in this respect he was no different from virtually 

every other frontiersman of his day. But, it is misleading 

to assume that the spoils constituted an end in themselves. 

^Boosevelt» The Trans-Alleghany Commonwealths, pp. 19^-95' 
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As injudicious as are the implications concerning 

Sevier*s lust for Indian land, even more so are the charges 

that he undertook the first so-called Boyd's Creek campaign 

chiefly as a means of enhancing his personal prestige. 

Historians such as Archibald Henderson often cite Colonel 

Arthur Campbell's criticism of Sevier for having instigated 

the fight and his failure to wait for him to arrive with 

reinforcements. John Sevier's son James, a soldier in the 

Boyd's Creek expedition, with hardly more reason to be biased 

than Arthur Campbell, wrote to University of Wisconsin 

historian Lyman Copeland Draper in 1839 and presented a far 

different account of what,had'transpired. According to the 

younger Sevier, the Indians and not his father made first 

contact. Secondly, it was not until the Boyd's Creek fight 

was over that an emissary from Colonel Campbell had reached 

Sevier instructing him to delay operations.31 To try to 

weigh the bias of Sevier's own son against that of Colonel 

Campbell is, at best, futile. However, the point would seem 

well taken that one should not wholeheartedly accept the 

story of either Campbell or young Sevier without being willing 

at least to temper his judgment by what the other man had 

to say. 

John Sevier's conduct of the campaign of 1?82 is another 

chapter in his life that has been subjected to considerable 

31sevicr to Draper, August 19»-1839» Special Collections, 
University of Tennessee, Kncxville, p. 3* 
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crltieism. Donald Davidson has pointed out Sevier's refusal 

to confront those Indians primarily responsible for renewing 

hostilities. Instead, according to Davidson, he "ravaged the 

unoffending [Indian] towns along the Coosa," wreaking "wanton 

d e s t r u c t i o n . " 3 2 No one can dispute Davidson's facts; certainly 

Sevier did avoid the Indian strongholds whenever possible. 

It can "be argued, however, that his reasons for doing so were 

sound. In the first place, the destruction was anything but 

wanton. On the contrary, it was a very precise part of 

Sevier's overall strategy of Indian combat. His destruction 

of towns and provisions necessitated a complete re-evaluation 

of priorities on the part4of his Indian opponents. Survival, 

not war, became paramount. Secondly, while it is technically 

true that a number of the towns Sevier raided were in large 

measure "unoffending" and the inhabitants of these towns 

were, themselves, peaceful, still these unoffending towns 

were used as staging points for attacks against the white 

settlements by the stronger tribes of the Sou.th.33 To some, 

this kind of warfare might seem ruthless. Viewed from a 

different perspective, however, Sevier could wage war either 

by destroying towns or by killing Cherokees. Wherever 

possible, he chose the former.3^ By destroying property, 

3^Davidson, The Old River, pp. 170-71. . 

33sevier to Draper, August 19* 1839» Special Collections, 
University of Tennessee r Knoxville, pp. 5-6. 

3^Sevier and Madden, Sevier Family History, pp. 19-20. 
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John Sevier helped to save many lives, white and red, and, 

whether good or bad, did as much to establish white civiliza-

tion on the Southwestern frontier as probably any man of his 

day.35 In this particular instance, the result was four 

years of peace, quite an accomplishment in the turbulent 

years of the late eighteenth century. 

Undoubtedly, the most controversial chapter in Sevier's 

career as an Indian fighter concerns his conduct of the 

campaign against the Cherokees in June, 1788. With respect 

to this campaign, his critics have questioned not only his 

motives, but his very humanity. In his own day, General 

Martin, late of Lookout Kpuntaln, warned that Sevier was 

waging nothing but a war of amusement.3° Thomas Perkins 

Abernethy, writing 150 years later, charged that after the 

collapse of the Franklin movement and in an attempt to regain 

his lost prestige, John Sevier 

. . . returned to the southern counties where 
his staunchest friends held sway and precipitated 
the worst Indian war his country had known since 
the end of the Revolution. It was during these 
campaigns of 1?88 that troops tuider his command 

35j0hn Sevier*s remarkable success and freedom from 
injury led to a fairly widespread belief among the Indians 
that he was invulnerable, that escape from his wrath was 
impossible. Tennessee Daughters of the American Revolution, 
Two Famous Tennesseans, pp. 14--15. See also Lowrie and 
Clarke, American" State Papers, 1:13* 

3^Brovm, Old Frontiers» pp. 275-76. 
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made use of a flag of truce to "butcher a number 
of the best friends whom the white men had among 
the Indian chiefs.37 

Among others who would follow in this vein were such eminent 

scholars as Marquis James, Theodore Roosevelt, and William 

Masterson.38 

If the charges o.f the so-called revisionists are true, 

it would be hard to imagine a charge more disturbing. How-

ever, there are several points of the revisionist argument 

that should be closely examined before accepting their thesis 

as a blanket statement of fact. 

First, as the correspondence of Alexander Martin among 

others illustrates, Sevier apparently did not initiate the 

hostilities, but rather assumed his role as a response to 

nearly two years of intermittent Indian offensives.39 Secondly, 

John Sevier could hardly be considered a fully responsible 

commander, as the revisionists have apparently presupposed. 

Sevier had been charged with nothing less than treason by 

the government of North Carolina, and the Franklin movement 

37Thomas Perkins Abernethy, From Frontier to Plantation 
in Tennessee: A Study in Frontier Democracy (Chape 1~Hill: 
University"of North Carolina Press, 1932),"p. 87. 

38james, Andrew Jackson, p. ; Roosevelt, The Trans-
Alleghany Commonwealths, p.~"l80; William H. Master son, William 
Blount, Southern Biography Series (Baton Rouge; Louisiana 
State~University Press, 195*0» P» 153» 

39Alexander Martin to Patrick Henry, April 12 , 1788, 
Clark, Records of North Carolina, 22:693; Thomas Hutchinson 
to Alexander Martin, March I ? , 1788, ibid., 22 :175 . 
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had, for all practical purposes, disintegrated. In this 

campaign, all 150 of his men were volunteers in the truest 

sense of the word, bound only by ties of personal loyalty 

to their commander. While one can argue that a commander 

has at least some responsibility for the actions even of 

volunteers, this argument must be tempered by the realization, 

in the case of John Sevier, that his command had no legal 

status whatsoever.^ 

Much of the revisionist criticism leveled at Sevier 

stems from one specific incident. That single incident was 

the seemingly meaningless massacre of the historically friendly 

Cherokee Chief Old Tassel^by young John Kirk, one of Sevier's 

volunteer t r o o p s T h e revisionists' condemnation is based 

on Sevier's refusal to punish Kirk, for what looked to them 

li 9 

like his condoning of Kirk's deed. Before judgement is 

passed on Sevier, however, several mitigating circumstances 

should be considered. John Sevier had no legal control over 

Kirk, and even if he had, be was miles away when the tragedy 

took place.^3 As for Sevier's refusal to punish Kirk, perhaps 

he was influenced by the knowledge that it had been another 

^®Brown, Old Frontiers, pp. 276-78. 

^Haywood, History of Tennesseet pp. 195-96. 

^Roosevelt, The Trans-A11eghany Commonwealths, pp. 189-
90; Davidson, The Old Riverpp. 175-77* 

^Erown, Old PronUers,, pp. 276-78. 
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supposedly friendly Indian, Slim Tom, who had but recently 

killed the young man's father and mother and all nine of his 

brothers and s i s t e r s I t may be argued that one wrong never 

Justifies another; however, an awareness of a previous wrong 

often helps to place a later one in a more understandable 

light. 

In the final analysis, it is difficult to see how the 

revisionists could feel comfortable in assigning the bulk 

of the blame for the Old Tassel tragedy to John Sevier. In 

an open letter to John Watts, Kirk himself completely exon-

erated his former commander of any complicity or blame in 

what had occurrcd.^"5 one might further argue that if John 

Sevier was a knowing party to such a deed, or if his character 

would have allowed him to condone such an act, then certainly 

he had succeeded in deceiving a great many people, including 

Old Tassel himself. On a previous occasion when the old 

chief contacted North Carolina Governor Martin concerning 

encroachment of the white man onto Indian land, the man whose 

help Old Tassel asked for to settle the dispute was one of 

the white men he trusted most, a "good man," none other than 

John Sevier<>^6 

^Ibld., pp. 272, 277-78. 

^Reprinted in Samuel Cole Williams, History of the 
Lost State of Franklin (New York: The Press of thie Pioneers, 
1933)7~:~213. . 

^Clarli, Records of North Carolina, 17*175* 
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In trying to arrive at an overall assessment of John 

Sevier as an Indian fighter, one finds himself confronting 

a paradox. Again, there never was and never has been much 

doubt about Sevier's courage when fighting the Indians or 

his effectiveness in subduing them. In all his campaigns, 

he lost but six men,^7 an incredible record when compared 

with those of more well-known Indian fighters. Governor 

William Blount of Tennessee once made the comment that 

Sevier's name carried more terror to the Cherokees than an 

additional regiment of c a v a l r y B u t John Sevier was more 

than just a physical man in dealing with the Indians. For 

example, he was an early student of Indian psychology, and 

was known to complain strenuously to the United States War 

Department about the type of men sent to transact Indian 

a f f a i r s . ^ 9 After the 1793 campaign, Sevier brought a number 

of the Cherokee captives back to his Plum Grove plantation 

where they remained several months, and where, in the process, 

they became quite attached to members of the Sevier f a m i l y . 5 0 

The John Sevier who has been labeled by some as a perpetrator 

^Sevier and Madden, Sevier Family History, p. 20. 
•roagnmL-iwiHaMitcaigaJsfo « 

uo 
William Blount to Secretary of War Henry Knox, January 

14, 1?93• Clarence Edvrin Carter, ed., The Territorial Papers 
of the United States, 26 vols. (Washington: Government 
Printing Offlee ,"193^-1962), 4:226-3^. 

^Sevier and Madden, Sevier Family History, p. 21. 

^Brown, Old Frontiers, p. 196. 
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of the Boyd's Creek mrssacre, who has been castigated by-

some for his insatiable lust for land, is the same John Sevier 

who "was an early and spirited advocate of Indian education, 

who, for example, supported the school of the Reverend Gideon 

Blackburn both with his influence and his pocketbook.51 

In summary, any attempt to deal with the controversies 

that surrounded John Sevier must, in itself, be controversial. 

Almost inevitably he who would deal with the controversy 

finds himself strongly attracted to one extreme view or the 

other. In light of the charges brought against Sevier by 

twentieth century historians, it is no doubt time to shift 

the viewpoint once again, to take a fresh look at the legend# 

Certainly to do so is not to say that the critics have all 

been ill-advised, that John'Sevier could do no wrong, for no 

degree of explanation or rationalization can erase the fact 

that, he was about as bigoted as any white man of his day, 

that to him, red men were still "savages," that he was as 

responsible as any man in American history for the development 

of the concept of Indian removal.52 However, to look only 

at the worst side of Sevier, and then to embellish what one 

finds there with all sorts of charges real and unreal, 

reasonable and unreasonable, is to do a great injustice to 

51Sevier and Madden, Sevier Family History, p. 21. 

^^Brown, Old Frontiers, pp. 197-98; Max Farrand, "Tho 
Indian Boundary Line," The American Historical Review, 10 
(July, 1905):790. 
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the cause- of historical justice and to a unique man. Stated 

simply, John Sevier was a more complex man, and a better 

man, than that. 



CHAPTER III 

JOHN SEVIER AND THE BATTLE OF 

KING'S MOUNTAIN 

Come all you good people, I pray you draw near, 
A tragical story you quickly shall hear. 
Of Whigs and of Tories, how they "bred a great 

strife, 

When they chased old Ferguson out of his life.1 

Only rarely did John Sevier venture very far from his 

East Tennessee hills, Tout one of those occasions came in 

1780. As one might expect, it was essentially a provincial 

cause that drew him out, a determination to protect the 

frontier settlements from a threatened Tory invasion from 

the east. The results that followed were far from provincial, 

however, and what developed as the Battle of King's Mountain 

proved to be a very significant turning point in the 

Revolutionary War. 

By the spring of 1?80, the fortunes of American patriots 

in the colonial South had reached perhaps their lowest point. 

Charleston had fallen to Sir Henry Clinton. After having 

endured four years of Patriot control and persecution, 

1 "Ferguson • s Defeat—-1780,18 a folk ballad reprinted in 
Lyman Copeland Draper, King's Mountain and Its Heroes: History 
of the Battle of Kin;?'s"~Mountain, October"7th, 1780, and the 
Events" Which Led to~'f_t ,™ ("Cincinnati: ""Peter G. Thompson, 
Publisher, 1881), p. 59̂ -* 
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Carolina Tories were jubilant. Opposition to the King faded 

rapidly, and many a sunshine patriot^ hastily rearranged his 

politics to reflect the realities of the military situation,,3 

In many instances, it "became virtually impossible to know of 

a certainty where a manfs sentiments la.y, as seemingly firm 
t 

convictions of the justice of the American cause were increas-

ingly replaced by a willingness to compromise principle in 

the name of expediency.^ 

The British policy in South Carolina in 1780 vras basi-

cally a simple one and deemed so certain to succeed that 

Clinton left Charleston and turned the southern theater over 

to.his subor&in&be, Lord Cornwall! s«. Correctly judging South 

Carolina to be a stronghold of Loyalist sentiment, the British 

determined to use it as a base from which they could push 

northward into North Carolina and Virginia.5 The task of 

rallying, co-ordinating, and exploiting this Loyalist senti-

^Including such men as Charles Pinckney, Rawlins 
Lowndes, and Henry Middleton. 

%orth Callahan, Royal Rajders: The Tories of the 
American Revolution (Indianapolis: The Bobbs-Merrill Company, 
Inc., 1963). PP. 201-02. 

^Robert 0. DeMond, The Loyalists in North Carolina 
During the Revolution (Harnden, Conn.: Archon"Books", 19^), 
p. 130. 

^Driver, John Sevier, pp. 44-4-5« See also Lord Cornwallis 
to Sir Henry Clinton, June 30• 1?80, Clark, Records of North 
Carolina, 15 s 24-9-55 • 
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ment was assigned to one of the most remarkable men in the 

British Army, Lieutenant Colonel Patrick Ferguson 

Although in 1780 he was still a fairly young man, 

already Patrick Ferguson had made quite a name for himself. 

He was a veteran of the Continental wars, a brave man whose 

military abilities were widely recognized. Among his many 

accomplishments-, Ferguson was acknowledged to be the best 

marksman in the British Army, and it was he who invented the 

controversial breechloading rifle that, had it been adopted, 

possibly could have turned the tide of conflict at several 

strategic points, including King's Mountain.7 

Patrick Ferguson accepted h5s new assignment with 

enthusiasm and handled his job well. His immediate role in 

the overall British strategy was to make his way northward 

through western North Carolina to intercept Colonel Elijah 

Clarke, a fanatical Georgian bent on driving the British out 

of the South. Ferguson's secondary assignment, no less 

important than the first, was to rally Loyalist sentiment 

wherever he could find it, and it was in this role that the 

.Ferguson's activities in the Carolinas were part of a 
three-pronged plan by Cornwallis to subjugate North Carolina 
before resistance could materialize and then to sweep into 
southern Virginia. Ferguson was to lead the western-most 
detachment, General Tarleton the middle detachment, and 
Cornwallis was going to push northward along the coast. 
Robert E. Lee, ed., Memoirs of the War in the Southern Depart-
ment of the United States by Henry Lee . . . (New York: 
University Publishing'Company, 18^91 ,"p. 19*1-. 

"^Callahan, Royal Raiders, pp. 205-06. 
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dauntless, Colonel demonstrated his greatest worth. By the 

time he arrived at Gilberttown, the Carolina Tories were 

flocking to his banner by the hundreds.® What little 

resistance still remained in the area was dissipating rapidly, 

and it looked as if the American cause was doomed. Even then, 

Ferguson was not completely satisfied. There remained only 

one possible center of resistance in the entire region, those 

isolated settlements across the Alleghanles, particularly 

those lying within the western jurisdiction of Virginia, and 

those lying along the Watauga and Holston rivers of the 

western territory of North Carolina.9 

Upon his arrival at Gilbsrttown, Ferguson committed a 

major blunder. After releasing a prisoner captured earlier 

while on the way north, Ferguson sent him to the western 

settlements with a messages If all vestiges of resistance 

did not cease, and if in particular Colonel Isaac Shelby, 

titular military leader of the westerners, did not surrender, 

" . . . he [Ferguson] would come over the mountains and put 

him to death and burn his whole c o u n t r y . T h e rugged 

8Ibid., p. 20?. 

^In order to stimulate recruitment among the Loyalists 
of the Carolinas, the British resorted to every device from 
promising free grants of land to recounting all kinds of 
atrocities allegedly committed by the over-mountain men. 
DeMond, Loyalists in North Carolina, pp. 129-31. 

10"Account of Colonel Isaac Shelby," Clark, Records of 
North Carolina, 15:105-03. 
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frontiersmen needed no stronger challenge. When Shelby 

received the message, he immediately called for Sevier to 

discuss the situation. The decision to try to intercept 

Ferguson was Shelby's however, it remained for Sevier to 

organize the expedition and to gather the necessary troops. 
i 

Before 1780, the over-mountain men had taken hardly more 

than an academic interest in the momentous events transpiring 

along the seaboard, but when Sevier called for them they 

began making their way toward the rendezvous designated by 

Shelby and Sevier, the Sycamore Shoals of the Watauga River, 

about three miles below present-day Eliza'bethtown, Tennessee. 

The date set for the rendezvous v;as September 25 

Had those who gathered at Sycamore Shoals included only 

Shelby's 250 men from Sullivan County and Sevier's 250 men 

from Watauga, no doubt the entire enterprise would have failed. 

However, in the meantime, Shelby had contacted Colonel William 

Campbell of Virginia, and Campbell and his 4-00 men, who had 

already been participating in the Revolutionary struggle on 

a sporadic basis, eagerly•seized at the possibility of meeting 

Patrick Ferguson.Sevier, Shelby, and Campbell entrusted 

to General Joseph Martin the task of controlling the turbulent 

^Draper, Klnp;* s Mountain, p. 170. 

1 7 x'-James * Andrew Jackson, p. 25; Draper, King's Mountain, 
P * 175* 

1 ̂Callahan, Royg.l Rslders , pp. 208-09 • 
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Indian frontier In their a b s e n c e T h e expedition set out 

on the morning of September 26, still numbering only 900, 

and financed chiefly through funds borrowed by Sevier on 

his own responsibilityA 5 To the great delight and reassurance 

of the frontiersmen, more reinforcements, including Colonel 

Benjamin Cleveland and 350 men from Wilkes County, North 

Carolina, and Colonel Charles McDowell and 160 more North 

Carolina troops, were on the way, and would Join the expedition 

enroute. McDowell and his men were, coincldentally, retreat-

ing before the anticipated advance of Eerguson along much 

the same route the westerners were employing to move east. 

During a brief layover at a plac.c called Cowpens in far 

northwestern South Carolina, the expedition was further 

strengthened by the addition of Colonel John Williams and 

his 400 men, gathered from the settlements nearby. 

_ From its very inception, there had been a general lack 

of organization in the westerners' campaign, a problem that 

had arisen chiefly out of the fact that all the primary 

officers were of equal rank. In spite of the fact that 

Shelby and Sevier had conceived the expedition, that Sevier 

1^Stephen B. Weeks, "General Joseph Martin and the War 
of the Revolution in the West," Annual Report of the American 
Historical Association. 1893 (Washington, 1 $9^), pp. 55"ST29. 

* ̂ Draper, Klnpc* s Mountain, p. 17^. 

^Callahan, Royal Raiders, pp. 208-09• 
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had 'borrowed money to pay for It, that both had raised the 

initial contingents of troops for it, at the Cowpens they 

relinquished nominal command of the enterprise in an effort 

to assure its success.1? The organizational dilemma was 

resolved acceptably, if not perfectly, by the selection of 

Campbell as commander, on the basis that he was the only. 

officer from Virginia; hopefully, his selection would fore-

stall any bitterness or rivalry that might arise among officers 

from the same state.l® 

The march toward Gilberttown and the expected encounter 

with Ferguson proceeded much as planned, with only one 

significant incident to mar the undertaking—the desertion of 

two of Sevier's men.^ Upon learning from these men of the 

strength of the force marching against him, Ferguson took his 

100 regulars and 1025 Tory militiamen and began retreating 

toward the frontier outpost known as Fort Ninety-Six. His 

goal was to reunite with Cornwallis, but this the colonials 

were determined not to permit him to do. Selecting 910 of 

their best-mounted men, with the rest left to follow as best 

they could, the Americans set out on the morning of October 6 

in hot pursuit of Ferguson's force. In spite of driving rain, 

•^Temple, John Sevier, pp. 22-23. 

•^"Account of Colonel Isaac Shelby," Clark, Records of 
North Carolina, 15s105-08. See also Draper, King's Mountain, 
^7T8"8T897™ ~ 

Callahan, Royal Balders, p. 210. 
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and without stopping for sleep, the 910 rode on, until noon, • 

October 7, when they learned their prey was only eight miles 

away.20 Relying on his many years of experience in the 

Continental wars, Ferguson had chosen to make a stand on what 

seemed to him to be an impregnable position, a long, narrow, 
i 

and steep bluff jutting from the relatively flat high plateau 

region of western North Carolina. The pla.ee was known as 

King's Mountain. 

Barely if ever has geography played a more crucial role 

in a major military engagement. This so-called mountain was, 

in reality, only a flat-topped hill, some* 500 yards long, and 

from 70 to 120 yards wide. Rising sharply but a scant sixty 

feet above the surrounding plains, King's Mountain was 

virtually bald on top, but completely encompassed about with 

t r e e s . W i t h the cold steel of British bayonets flashing 

in the suddenly bright autumn sun, Ferguson exulted in his 

position, declaring it a veritable fortress, and boasted that 

"the Almighty could not drive him from it."22 Patrick Ferguson 

might have been a great soldier, but he proved to be a very 

poor prophet. 

20,,Account of Colonel Isaac Shelby,M Clark, Records of 
North Carolina. 15:105-08. 

^Mildred F. Treacy, Prelude to Yorktown: The Southern 
Campaign of Nathaniel Greene , 1.7"8'0-17"Sl (Ijhape 1 Hills 
University of North Carolina Press, 19&3)» P* ^9* 

22"Account of Colonel Isaac Shelby," Clark, Records of 
North Carolina, 15si05-08. 
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Amprir.an }i o:vn 1 i)t. 1 cm" as' "To Id by Far L-ici pants „ 2 vols, 
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The Battle of King's Mountain began about three o'clock 

on the afternoon of October 7, with Colonial forces dispersed 

so as to virtually surround the Tory contingent. Making the 

same mistake that Braddock had made a quarter of a century 

earlier, Ferguson relied on traditional British tactics being 
\ 

efficient under all circumstances. He was to find out, however, 

that fixed bayonets were no match for the withering American 

rifle fire, that indeed his fortress was far more "assailable 

by the rifle than defensible with the bayonet."23 

The words of an old Tory ballad reflect quite accurately 

what those on top of the mountain must have thought and felt: 

They caught us on a mountain bald; twas no place 
for a stand, 

For woods and thickets, dense and close, the summit 
did command, 

But those who led us oh that day, of "Crackers" had 
no fear, 

And when we charg'd the varments ran—did quickly 
disappear. 

But vain was pluck, and vain each charge, for from 
each tree there came, 

A deadly rifle bullet, and a little spurt of. flame; 
The men who fired we could not see—-they pick'd us 

off like game, 
To call such work fair fighting seems a misuse of 

the name.*^ 

Ferguson reasoned, and correctly, that the Americans lacked 

the seasoned discipline to withstand an attack of cold steel, 

^Ibld.. Lee, Memoirs of the War in the Southern 
Departmentp. 200. 

^'A Loyalist song supposedly written by General J. W. 
DePeyster, reprinted in Draper, .King"s fountain, p. 593* 
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but because of the narrowness of the summit, his men found 

themselves having to advance while rifle fire mercilessly 

decimated their ranks from the rear. Completely surrounded, 

they found it mattered not in which direction they charged.2-5 

The battle itself lasted little more than an hour. The 

first colonial troops to reach the crest of the mountain were 

those of Sevier and Shelby.2^ . Steadfastly refusing to 

surrender, swearing he would "never yield to such a d-—d 

banditti," and seeing that the battle was lost, Ferguson 

charged headlong into the ranks of the frontier riflemen, 

only to be felled by a fusilade of bullets literally too 

numerous to count.2? Ferguson's second in command, Captain 

Abraham de Peyster of New York, quickly waved the white flag 

of surrender. The Patriots, not realizing what the flag 

symbolized, or else caring not to remember, continued the 

carnage unabated. Not the least among those who continued 

in the slaughter was young John Sevier, laboring under the 

belief that his father had been killed. 

When reason did at last prevail, when at last the guns 

fell silent, the scene on King's Mountain bespoke vividly 

2^Driver, John Sevier, pp. 5^-56. 

^"Account of Colonel Isaac Shelby," Clark, Records of 
North Carolina, 1.5:105-08, ~ 

2?Ibld.; Draper, King's Mountain, p. 275* 

^Callahan, lloyal Raiders, p. 213» 
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the horrors of war. Of Ferguson's original force of 1125. 

225 lay dead, with the rest wounded or captured. American 

losses were light, numbering only 28 killed and 62 wounded.^9 

The heartache, as recounted "by James Collins, a participant 

in the battle, had Just begun: 

Next morning, which was Sunday, the scene 
became really distressing; the wives and child-
ren of the poor Tories came in, in great numbers. 
Their husbands, fathers, and brothers lfcy dead 
in heaps, while others lay wounded or dying . . . . 

They proceeded to bury the dead, but it was 
badly done. They were thrown into convenient 
piles and covered with old logs, the bark of old 
trees, and rocks; . . . and the wolves became 
so plenty that it was dangerous for anyone to be 
out at night . . . ; the hogs . . . gathered in 
to the place to devour the flesh . . . . I saw, 
myself, in passing the place a few weeks after, 
all parts of the human frame lying scattered in 
every direction . . . .3° 

Hark, 'tis the voice of the mountain 
And it speaks to our heart in its pride. 
As it tells of the bearing of heroes 
Who conquered its summit and died.31 

Following their hard-won and bitter victory on King's 

Mountain, the frontier forces began making their way west-

^William Campbell, Isaac Shelby, and Benjamin Cleveland, 
"A State of the Proceedings of the Western Army from the 25th 
of September, 1?S0, to the Reduction of Major Ferguson, and 
the Army under His Command," reprinted in Draper, King's 
Mountain, pp. $22-24. See also Callahan, Royal Raiders, 
pTTf£.~" ' — — 

30James Collins, Autobiography of a Revolutionary 
Soldier . . . , ed. by John K. Roberts~~( Clinton,"" La.: 
Feliciana Democrat, 1859)» p• l6l. 

31a poaiu by William Gil more Simms, reprinted in 
Callahan, Royal Raiders, pp. 221. 



ward, driving their prisoners before them. . On a fateful 

Friday the thirteenth, at a place known as Blickerstaff's 

Plantation, they stopped long enough to court-martial a 

number of their unfortunate Tory companions. Thirty-two 

were condemned to die, and nine were summarily hanged before 

Sevier and Shelby interceded to halt the vengeful bloodletting.32 

At this point, the question must be asked, why did 

Sevier and Shelby wait so long? Why did they wait until 

nine were dead before intervening? None of the available 

explanations reflect very favorably on either of the two 

commanders. Perhaps they acquiesced out of fear, perhaps 

out of a desire to appease their men. On the other hand, it 

could be that their motives were more fundamental; perhaps 

they too were still gripped'by the peculiar kind of hatred 

only war can bring. These answers, however, are limited to 

the realm of conjecture. Understandably enough, those who 

were present at Blickerstaff1s Plantation chose to forget 

in their, later years what had happened there. Two things, 

however, are known: one, the so-called court-martials were 

a travesty of military justice; two, no matter how late they 

were in doing so, John Sevier and Isaac Shelby did intervene,' 

apparently when no one else could or would. If for this they 

are not due any admiration, it should at least mitigate 

their sin. 

3%3riverf John Sevier, p« 57; Draper, Draper Manuscript 
Collection, State" Historical Society of Wisconsin, Madison, 
32:503-06. 
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To come to any set of definitive conclusions about the 

Battle of King's Mountain is a most difficult proposition. 

Viewed from any perspective, the battle certainly was and 

is a controversial one. Particularly is this true when it 

is examined from the perspective of its significance in 

the overall struggle for American independence, or from 

the perspective of the real roles played in it by the people 

involved. 

Early historians attached a great deal of significance 

to the battle,- while later-day historians have tried to pass 

it off as a relatively insignificant skirmish, hard3.y decisive 

in any respect.33 Were one to consider only the size of the 

forces involved and the number of casualties inflicted, the 

later-day historians might have a point.3^ However, if the 

words of the chief protagonists in the American revolutionary 

struggle mean anything, then the significance of King's 

Mountain far transcended mere numbers. Prom the British 

point of view, there can be little doubt that the results 

of King's Mountain dramatically altered the attitude of the 

British military with regard to the kind of Royalist support 

they could expect in the South and caused Cornwallis to 

33For example, see Driver, John Sevier, pp. 59-60. 

a current interpretation quite different from 
that of most of his contemporaries, see Callahan, Royal 
Raiders, p. 221. 
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abandon, for the most part, his ambitious schemes in the 

Ceirolinas. According to Sir Henry Clinton himself, 

The check so encouraged the spirit of rebellion 
in both Carolinas that it could never afterward 
be humbled . . . . [It] unhappily proved the first 
link in the chain of evils that followed in 
regular succession until they ended at last in 
• the total loss of America.35 

Evaluating the battle from another viewpoint, Thomas 

Jefferson declared it to be the 11 Joyful enunciation of 

that turn in the tide of success which terminated the 

Revolutionary War with the seal of i n d e p e n d e n c e . ' ^ And, 

at the darkest hour of the revolution, when even General 

Washington was writing that he had "almost ceased to hope," 

the news from King's Mountain stimulated a new hope and a 

new determination to fight on. 

Just as the significance of the Battle of King's Mountain 

has long been a controversial issue, so also has been the 

rela'tive roles played in the conflict by the men present on 

that day. The commanding officer of the American forces has 

generally received the greatest acclaim, but perhaps this is 

something that should be re-evaluated. As has already been 

pointed out, the selection of Campbell as commanding officer 

was more a matter of expediency than it was an expression 

35Quoted in Treacy, Prelude to Yorktown, p. 53 • 

36;rhomas Jefferson to William Campbell, November 10, 
1822, quoted in Callahan, Royal Raiders, p. 221. 

37Temple, John Sevier, pp. 21-22. 
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of confidence. Certainly it should be remembered that the 

entire expedition was conceived by Shelby and Sevier, and 

that much of it -was financed chiefly through funds borrowed 

by Sevier against his personal credit. Neither should it 

be forgotten that it was Shelby and Sevier who first reached 

the heights of King's. Mountain, and that it was Shelby and 

Sevier who, at Blickerstaff's Plantation, restored order out 

of the mayhem that followed victory.38 

As one re-examines the story of the Battle of King's 

Mountain, there are two points that emerge relative to the 

life of John Sevier: first, the battle itself was a major one, 

a significant ono, and it was- recogniz^rl as such by men of 

prominence in that day; and second, John Sevier, along with . 

Isaac Shelby, played a major'role, even a dominant role, in 

that engagement. To be sure, Sevier's popularity had been 

established among his own people long before King's Mountain; 

however, his brief role in the revolutionary struggle added 

a whole new, broader dimension to his life. As coming events 

would show, John Sevier had now taken another major step 

toward becoming unquestionably the biggest man in his own 

little part of the world. 

3^Heiskell, Andrew Jackson, 1:319* 



CHAPTER IV 

JOHN SEVIER AND THE LOST 

STATE OF FRANKLIN 

During the decade of the 1780fs, several of the western 

settlements banded together to form a new government that 

some hoped would "be the nucleus of a fourteenth state. John 

Sevier was founder of this so-called lost state of Franklin 

and served as its only governor. In many respects, then, 

the story of Franklin constitutes another major chapter 

in the life of *Chucky Jack. 

The circumstances leading to the Franklin movement 

arose out of one of the most crucial problems with which 

the newly-independent central government in America had to 

deal, that of the much-discussed western lands. By l?80f 

only four states, Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, 

and Georgia, still maintained substantial claims to any 

significant western land holdings. These claims could be 

traced back to their old colonial charters, according to 

which their territories extended from the Atlantic Ocean to 

the supposed South Sea. John Dickinson of Pennsylvania 

touched off a storm of controversy when, on July 2, 1??6, 

he proffered a draft of the Articles of Confederation 

containing the following provision:-

i+8 
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The United States assembled, shall have the 
sole and exclusive Right and Power of . . . 
Limiting the Bounds of those Colonies, which "by 
Charter or Proclamation, or under any Pretence, 
are said to extend to the South Sea, . . . 
Assigning Territories for new Colonies, . . . 
land] Ascertaining Boundaries to such new 
Colonies . . . .3-

Thomas Jefferson spoke out strongly against the provision, 

and Colonel Harrison of Virginia declared that by its 

charter Virginia owned to the South Sea and would not suffer 

to have its territory pared away.^ The "landless" states of 

the proposed union were .Just as adamant. James Wilson of 

Pennsylvania stated their position quite succinctly and 

effectively; 

Every gentleman has heard much of Claims 
to the South Sea. They are extravagant. The 
grants were made upon mistakes . . . . They 
thought the South Sea within one hundred miles 
of the Atlantic Ocean . . . . Pennsylvania has 
no right to interfere in those claims, but 
she. has a right to say, that she will not 
confederate unless those claims are cut off.3 

The solution finally agreed on was the obvious one. Except 

for the general stipulation that no other state would be 

admitted to the union unless at least nine states agreed. 

^Worthington Chauncey Ford and others, eds., Journals 
of the Continental Congress. 177^-1789, 3^ vols. (Washington: 
Government PrTnting~Office, 190~^1937), 6:550-51. 

^Charles Francis Adams, ed., The Works of John Adams, . 
with a Life of the Author, Notes and Illustrations. 10 vols. 
(Bostons Charles C. "Little and James BFownT I&50), 2:502. 

3lhid ., p. ^93® 
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the authors of the Articles of Confederation completely 

ignored the western lands, leaving the issue open to disturb 

and distract the people, the states, and Congress for the 

next decade.^ Such was the situation in the early 1780's 

as J.ohn Sevier began to take an ever more active role in the 

public affairs of his community and state. 

By 1784, the government of the state of North Carolina 

was faced with an overwhelming burden of debt, stemming 

mostly from the recently concluded war with England.5 When 

in 1784 the Confederation government issued another call for 

cession of the western lands,^ North Carolina agreed. The 

resolution passed the North Carolina Assembly on April 19» 178̂ -t 

to be effective at such time as Congress should accept the 

cession. There were essentially two main reasons for North 

Carolina's about-face: one, she could avoid the considerable 

financial burden of defending the still sparsely settled 

western area; two, she could escape the central government's 

additional tax assessment that would accrue to such holdings.7 

When word of what had taken place reached the frontier, 

the settlers were not only angry with North Carolina, but 

^Williams, History of Franklin, p. 4. 

^Hugh Williamson and William Blount to Alexander Martin, 
October 22, 1782, Clark, Records of North Carolina, 16:434-4l. 

6l'1ord, Journals of the Continental Congress, 17s808, 

?Clark, Records of* North Carolina, 19:642-44. 
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alarmed, at "being left defenseless against the Creeks and 

Cherokees. Almost Immediately, they acted to form themselves 

into the new provisional state of Franklin, initially intended 

to last only until such time as the Continental Congress could 
o 

establish a permanent government for them. The westerners 

soon discovered., however, that they had other problems,- too. 

For one thing, it soon became obvious that North Carolina had 

no intention of making any sort of settlement regarding money 

derived from western land sales with any new state government 

that might evolve; therefore, any new state would be confronted 

with the Immediate problem of trying to finance its operations 

without benefit of revenue gurî x-od froia land salea.9 Moreover, 

the government of North Carolina had never established a 

court west of the mountains, and as a result, the western 

country had become something of a haven for renegades, 

fugi.tives, and outlaws of every description.Considering 

this as a background, then, and faced with the problem of no 

government at all between the time of the cession and the 

time Congress should decide to act, the westerners took the 

only logical action open to them. They banded together to 

form a government of their own. 

%*amsey, Annals of Tennessee, pp. 285-86. 

^Driver, John Sevier, p. 8^. 

l®V,'illiaro.c:, History of Franklin, p. 6l. 
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On August 23, 1784, representatives of the three "western 

counties of Washington, Sullivan, and Greene convened at 

Jonesboro in what is now eastern Tennessee and promptly 

elected John Sevier chairman. The convention issued a 

declaration of independence for the three counties, adopted 

a provisional plan of government, and provided for another 

convention to meet in September of that same year.H 

Only a short time after the formation of the first 

provisional Franklin government, the vacillating government 

of North Carolina changed its mind again. .Congressman Hugh 

Williamson raised what seemed to be a valid point. Why, he 

asked, did the North Carolina' act of cession not include a 

provision for transferring to her account with the national 

government the expenses she'had incurred in the numerous 

Indian wars? He pointed out that some of the New England 

states were making fantastic claims for such credit.^ North 

Carolina determined to repeal her earlier act of cession, 

since Congress had not as yet acted on it, and a bill to do 

3-̂ -Ibid., pp. 28-33> Ramsey» Annals of Tennessee, p. 286. 

1^Williams, History of Franklin, pp. 35-38; Hugh 
Williamson to Alexander Martin, July 5» 1784 and September 36, 
1784, Clark, Records of North Carolina, 17:81, 94-105• See 
also St, George Leakin Sioussat, "The North Carolina Cession 
of 1784 in Its Federal Aspects," Proceedings of the Mississippi 
Valley Historical Association for the Year 1908-190*9, 2 vols. ~~ 
(Cedar Rapids, Iowa: The Torch Press ,~~1910) , 2: 35-62. 
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so passed the Assembly in October, 178^.^3 As North Carolina 

was soon to find out, however, the matter could not be 

resolved as easily as this. There had been a time when the 

westerners would have accepted re-annexation gladly. At the 

time of the original cession, they had even sent a delegation 

to the Assembly pleading that they be allowed to remain a 

part of the state only to have their representatives ignored 

and insulted.̂ **" Some of the same individuals rebuffed by 

the North Carolina Assembly were prominent in the formation 

of the new state. Now the stage was set for what would 

develop into a five year struggle between two rival govern-

ments, John Se\rier and the Franklinitos on the one hand and 

North Carolina and the North Carolina loyalists on the other. 

Although the second convention of the three western 

counties was supposed to take place in September, the meeting 

did not actually occur until December. Even though there 

was still some discussion going on, by this time the delegates 

were committed rather firmly to complete separation. A 

special investigative committee pointed out that not only 

had the government of North Carolina repeatedly insulted the 

people of the West, but also that this government had habitually 

discriminated against the western colonies in the matter of 

*3ciark, Records of North Carolina, 2k:678-7$. 

^William Cage end others to Alexander Martin, March 22, 
1785, ibid., 22:637-4-0. 
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taxation by assessing their unimproved lands at the same 

rates as the highly improved lands along the coast. The 

committee also pointed out that separation could result in 

some rather positive economic gains. For example, the 

committee envisioned a severe currency drain if the North 

Carolina land laws remained in operation. A new state would 

tend 

. . . not only to keep a circulating medium in gold 
and silver among us, but draw it from many individuals 
living in other states, who claim large quantities 
£of land] that would lie in the bounds of the 
new state.15 

Consequently, the convention set about the task of drafting 

a temporary constitution and making provision for the 

election of delegates to the first General Assembly of the 

State of Franklin.16 

It was at this point in the evolution of Franklin that 

the role played by John Sevier began to take on crucial 

importance. At the December convention, he was elected 

governor by a comfortable majority,.17 and he soon came to 

represent the heart and soul of the movement.1® It is also 

15(,Report of the Committee to Consider a Plan of 
Association," quoted in Ramsey, Annals of Tennessee, pp. 288-
89« See also Paul M. Fink, "Some Phases of the History of 
the State of Franklin,Tennessee Historical Quarterly, 16 
(September, 1957)*195-2137" 

ill lams, History of Franklin, pp. 3̂ -̂ -0. For the 
text of the Franklin constitution, see pp. 332-38. 

p. 55. 

James, Andrew Jackson, p. h3. 
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at this point that a great deal of controversy has arisen 

concerning the "basic nature of the movement itself, why 

Sevier participated in the movement and what he personally 

hoped to gain from it. The older historians and biographers, 

among them Gilmore, Skinner and Henderson, viewed the 

Franklin movement and. Sevier's role in it as an almost . 

perfect manifestation of those uniquely American qualities 

of "frontier democracy" and "rugged individualism"; they 

saw nothing sinister or ulterior in the movement Itself or 

in Sevier*s invo3.vement .19 The controversy was touched off 

by Thomas Perkins Abernethy in 1932 with the publication of 

Froiii Frontier to Plantation In Tennessee.20 In this book, 

Abernethy described the Franklin movement as little more 

than a well-organized, tightly controlled, subterranean 

scheme, based in North Carolina, and led by Congressman 

William Blount, soon-to-be Governor Richard Caswell, and 

John Sevier. It was, in brief, a scheme designed to protect 

and promote the group1s heavy investment in western lands.21 

Much of the Abernethy case against Sevier and the state 

of Franklin revolves about the problem of adopting a permanent 

19see also Will M. Clemens, "The Lost State of Franklin," 
New England Magazine, 17 (February, 1903 

^Thomas Perkins Abernethy, From Frontier to Plantation 
in Tennessee: A Study in Frontier Democracy (Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina Press, 1932). 

21Ibid., pp. 79-81. See also Kasterson, William Blount, 
pp. 75-109• > . -
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constitution for the erstwhile state. There were two contending 

parties in the Franklin conventions, one led by Sevier, and 

the other by the Reverend Samuel Houston. In the second 

Franklin convention, held in December, 1785. the Reverend 

Houston proposed that an entirely new frame of government 

be adopted. Sevier, however, advocated the retention of a 

suitably revised version of the North Carolina constitution.^ 

According to Abernethy, the only apparent and plausible 

reason for Sevier's advocacy of the very form of government 

against which the frontier people were rebelling was his 

desire to protect his own and his associates' land holdings.^3 

According to Abernethy, an essentially conservative constitu-

tion like North Carolina's, with its ultra-conservative 

provisions for land ownership, would greatly benefit such 

a cause.^ Certainly, this could explain Sevier's motives, 

for he did have an almost boundless appetite for land and 

the wealth and social standing it could bring. However, it 

is at this point that some rather difficult critical judgments 

must be made. To say that John Sevier was a land speculator 

Is one thing; to say that this interest in land was the 

dominant element in the Franklin movement is quite another 

matter. 

^Ramsey, Annals of Tennessee, pp. 323-24. 

^Abernethy„ Frontier to Plantation, p. 79• 

2i*Ibld., pp. ?2-73* 
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There are a number of additional factors to "be considered 

before accepting Abernethy's interpretation of the constitution 

controversy. Not the least of these is the nature of the 

proposed Houston plan. In short, Houston's document reads 

more like a religious creed, or articles of faith, than it 

does a workable constitution for civil government. For 

example, the document's four point code of orthodoxy is 

especially notable. Every candidate for public office would 

have to swears 

"1st. That there is one living and true God, 
the Creator and Governor of the universe. 

"2nd. That there is a future state of rewards 
and punishments. 

"3rd. That the rcriptures of the Old and New 
Testaments are given by divine inspiration. 

"Ij-th. That there are three divine persons in the 
Godhead, co-equal and co~essential."25 

It might facetiously but reasonably be suggested that with 

Houston's document as the only readily available alternative, 

Sevier and his followers had little choice. A revised version 

of the North Carolina constitution might indeed be better 

than the instrument that Houston and his party were trying 

to enact. 

Abernethy was clearly aware of the shortcomings of the 

Houston constitution. Still, he asserted that in spite of 

the stringent religious qualifications required of all office-

holders, it was a very democratic proposal. In that Sevier's 

^Reprinted in Ramsey, Annals of Tennessee, p. 327• 
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constitution was adopted quite handily, Abernethy charged 

that "democracy had been defeated in the wilderness." As 

if to illustrate the truth of his charge, Abernethy went on 

to describe conditions as they came to exist under the Sevier 

constitution and Sevier governorship: 

One of the complaints of the Franklinites 
had been against the undemocratic method, recently 
adopted by North Carolina, of taxing all land 
equally, regardless of value. Yet, when the new 
government levied taxes in 1787, -it was in accor-
dance with this same principle,2° 

At this point, there is a basic contradiction in Abernethy*s 

argument. Everyone can agree that John Sevier was a 
« 

speculator, that indeed he held warrant or title to vast 

expanses of western land, nearly all of which was unimproved. 

If the system of taxation under the Sevier constitution was 

patterned after North Carolina's, if taxes fell on all land 

alike, then obviously no one could have been hurt more by 

such an arrangement than Sevier and his fellow speculators. 

There were a number of other factors, besides the nature 

of the Houston proposal, that may have entered into Sevier's 

decision to support a revised version of the Carolina consti-

tution. For example, only three weeks were allotted for the 

drafting of a new constitution, between the time the consti-

tution was authorized and the time the drafting committee 

2^Abernethy, Frontier to Plantation, p. 79. 
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was to report "back to the General Assembly.2? still another 

factor could have "been the relative lack of education and 

political sophistication on what was still a rather primitive 

frontier. Such circumstances might well have suggested that 

it would be preferable to trust an old familiar plan of 
I 

government, suitably revised, rather than to chance a 

completely new plan drafted by men who were at best ill-

equipped for the job. 

There still remains one final aspect of the constitution 

controversy to be considered before passing judgment on 

Sevier's motives. The Franklin movement was, first of all, 

a movement that grew out of necessity. When North Carolina 

cut the area adrift, it became Imperative for reasons of 

defense that the frontiersmen organize themselves in some 

way. During the course of these early formative efforts, 

however, a new objective entered the picture. The movement 

became more than just a reaction against the alleged 

discriminatory treatment of the area by the North Carolina 

government. When North Carolina tried to repeal her cession 

act and take the territory back, she found that the Franklin 

movement had become a positive struggle for total separation, 

^?The first convention met on August 23, 178^, and the 
second was scheduled for September 16, 1784. As it turned 
out, however, the constitution was not actually completed 
and adopted in its final form until November 1&, 1785. 
Williams, Iii story of Franklin, pp. 30-33» 9^-96• 
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for a totally new identity. The people of.Franklin were 

aiming at nothing less than separate statehood.^8 in April, 

178^, the Continental Congress had passed a resolution out-

lining the process "by which western territories could acquire 

that status. This resolution provided for 

. . . free males of full age within the limits 
of their State to meet together for the purpose 
of establishing a temporary government, to adopt 
the constitution and laws of any one of- the original 
States' 

The constitution of North Carolina, or some state, then, had 

to be adopted if Franklin was to meet the specified require-

ments for statehood. 

In trying to explore, John Sevier's motives in taking 

part in the Franklin movement, one should also at least 

consider, critically of course, what Sevier, himself, had 

to say about the movement and how he acted while serving as 

chief executive of the would-be state. That Sevier originally 

opposed the movement is a point disputed by no one.30 The 

differences arise, however, in trying to explain why he 

changed his mind. According to revisionist Arthur Preston 

^By May, l6, 1785, William Cocke was standing before 
the Continental Congress with a memorial from the people of 
Franklin asking for full statehood. See Richard Dobbs 
Spaight to Richard Caswell, June 5» 1785» Clark, Records of 
North Carolina, IJ-.kS1*. 

29pord, Journals of the Continental Congress, 26:276. 
Italics mine/ 

Even the North Carolina Senate, recognized this in 
November, 1789. C'l F.V'A, Kcoordj of North Carolina, 21:286. 
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Whitaker, Sevier's early opposition grew out of his desire 

to prevent anything from diverting the attention of potential 

settlers away from the largest of all his speculative ventures, 

the effort to colonize the Muscle Shoals region in the great 

bend of the Tennessee River.31 His subsequent acceptance of 

the governorship, then, was an act of desperation. When it 

appeared that the new state would succeed without him, 

"Sevier's only recourse was [to try] to use the new state as 

an instrument to advance his own interests."32 in building 

on such a premise, Whitaker is then obligated to account for 

all the correspondence, much of it quite belligerent and 

hostile in tone, between the Governor of Franklin and Richard 

Caswell, Governor of North Carolina and his supposed co-

conspirator. 33 Whitaker's only recourse is to pass the 

bitter correspondence off as a monstrous deception designed 

to head off possible frontier suspicion.3^ 

31 Arthur Preston Whitaker, "The Muscle Shoals Speculation, 
1783-1789," Mississippi Valley Historical Review, 13 (December, 
1926):365-66. 

3^lbid., p. 371* See also Driver, John Sevier, pp. 87-88. 

33por a general record of this correspondence, including 
reprints of most of the pertinent documents, see Williams, 
History of Franklin, pp. 63-81. 

3^"Whitaker, "Muscle Shoals Speculation," p. 366. See 
also Abernethy, Frontier to Plantation, pp. 80-81; Masterson, 
William Blount, p. 99; Gerald M. Capers, Jr., The Biography 
of a River Town (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina 
PressT"l93977'pp. 25-26. 
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If the Whitaker-Abernethy thesis concerning Sevier*s 

role in the Franklin movement is open to dispute, then a 

question arises as to what other explanation is available. 

Samuel Cole Williams, also writing in the 1930's, disagrees 

whole-heartedly with the position taken by his revisionist 

contemporaries. Williams accepts at face value Sevier's 

statement that he was "dragged with the Franklin measures 

by a large number of the people of this country."35 Expanding 

on this point, Williams adds in his History of the Lost 

State of Franklin that 

Sevier felt he owed a duty to his people. He was 
their recognized leader; and popular sentiment at 
tho time ran strongly in-favor of independence. 
,By that . . . Sevier was constrained to surrender 
his own convictions as to what was true pollcy.36 

Revisionist William Masterson, in his biography of William 

Blount, concedes the part Sevier*s "cherished popularity" 

played in his acceptance of the Governor's office.37 Perhaps, 

then, this could be a fruitful area in which to look for an 

alternative, to the Whitaker-Abernethy thesis. 

When John Sevier became Governor of Franklin In 1785, 

he was, first of all, a very provincial frontiersman. His 

feelings for the people of the isolated settlements beyond 

35John Sevier to Joseph Martin, March 19, 1?88, quoted 
in Williams, History of Franklin, p, 56. The full text of 
the letter can be found in Palmer, Calendar of Virginia 
State Papers, ^:4l6. * 

3°Williaras, History of Franklin, p« 

3?Masterson, William Blount, pp. 98-99® 
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the Alleghenies took precedence over the loyalties he might 

have felt for the state of North Carolina. When, in 178*1, 

North Carolina tried to effect a reconciliation, there could 

be little doubt as to the course Sevier would take. His 

friends and neighbors still wanted complete separation, and, 

as was the case with Robert E. Lee of Virginia some seventy-

five years later, his first loyalty was to those closest to 

home. Perhaps it is only by studying Sevier in the light of 

his essential provincialism that his willingness to "surrender 

his own convictions" ultimately makes sense. 

Attempts by the North Carolina Assembly to conciliate 

the inhabitants of the three r.cstcrn counties began even 

before the first session of the Franklin Assembly had convened, 

Shortly after North Carolina's repeal of her cession act 

in October, 178*4-, Sevier received word that the Assembly had 

completely reorganized the governmental structure of the 

western territory. The three western counties were.to be 

assimilated into one new district, and the more influential 

citizens of the area were named to positions of high respon-

sibility in the new government. John Sevier was offered the 

most prestigious appointment of all, brigadier-general of 

m i l i t i a . 3 8 n e w government gave promise of more stability, 

security, and prosperity, and Sevier was personally well-

3® Jo seph Martin to John Sevier, December 31• 1784, 
reprinted in Williams, History of Franklin, p. *)-?.. 
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satisfied.,. No doubt he also realized the futility of the 

course the western settlements were taking. 

MI conclude this step will satisfy the people with the 

old state," Sevier wrote, Mand we shall pursue no further 

measures as to a new state."39 This proved to be one of 

the relatively few times Sevier ever misjudged the sentiments 

of his own people. 

Early in 1785» Alexander Martin, Governor of North 

Carolina, concluded that the reclamation of the western 

territory was going too slowly, and that a more definite 

and aggressive plan of action should be instituted. In order 

to get a more accurate idea of the state of affairs in the 

disaffected West, Martin sent Major Samuel Henderson as his 

personal envoy to the Franklin Assembly then meeting in 

Jonesboro. The Franklin Assembly promptly handed Henderson 

a letter to take back to Martin in which they clearly and 

bluntly spelled out all the grievances which rendered separation 

so e s s e n t i a l . T h e nature of the Franklin reply touched 

off something of a propaganda war between the two governments. 

Martin responded with a manifesto carrying a lightly veiled 

threat of force if the westerners did not forsake their 

39John Sevier to Daniel. Kennedy of Greene County, 
January 2, 1?85, reprinted in Ramsey, Annals of Tennessee, 
p. 291. " " 

^Franklin Assembly to Alexander Martin, March 22, 1785, 
reprinted in Williams, K1story of FranklSn, pp. 63-65* 
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rebellious ways.*^ As spokesman for the government of 

Franklin, Sevier issued a proclamation of his own in which 

he expressed his confidence in the loyality of the people 

of his state and in their determination to see their movement 

brought to fruition.^ Had Martin succeeded himself as 
I 

governor of North Carolina, it is hard to say what might have 

happened. Dialogue had degenerated into propaganda, and 

compromise evidently appealed to no one. The election of 

Richard Caswell to the North Carolina governorship in the 

spring of 1785 changed the entire political picture, and, 

as it turned out, effectively doomed the'Franklin movement. 

Whereas Alexander hartin' was part of what might be called 

the eastern Carolina establishment, and as such was disliked 

and distrusted on the frontier, Richard Caswell was closely 

identified with the West and enjoyed the westerners* confi-

dence. Moreover, Caswell understood the westerners and the 

forces motivating them.^3 Shortly after his election, 

Caswell wrote to Franklin Superior Court judge David Campbell: 

I have been perfectly satisfied from my 
acquaintance with that country in the year 1781, 
that nature never designed that settlers there 
to be longer under the same government with the 

^•Alexander Martin to the Inhabitants of the Counties 
of Washington, Sullivan, and Greene, April 25, 1?85. re-
printed in Ramsey, Annals of Tennessee, pp. 309-13° 

hp 
^John Sevier to the Citizens of Franklin, May 15» 

1785', reprinted in Williams, History of Franklin, pp. 72-73* 

^ W i i H a m s » History of Frank] in { p. 73* 
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people here, than their numbers, abilities, and 
opulence would enable them to support a government 
of their own. This, I am also satisfied, may-
early be effected if those can be brought to agree 
among themselves and make general application to 
the Legislature hereafter, returning to the former 
government and. agreeing to certain reasonable 
stipulations. ̂  

Clearly, Caswell was hoping to nurture any seed of discontent 

and disunity among the western people, and recognizing this, 

Sevier wrote to Caswell and stated in quite unequivocal terms 

the intention of the Franklin government to retain its 

independence and political integrity.^5 Immediately, however, 

Caswell began implementing his program of conciliation, and 

it soon became obvious the Franklin movement could not last. 

On December 6, 1785. the North Carolina Assembly passed 

a bill pardoning the westerners who had taken part in the 

separation movement and providing an avenue by which even a 

small western constituency might elect delegates to the North 

Carolina A s s e m b l y T h e act bore fruit quickly when John 

Tipton announced his candidacy for a seat in the North 

Carolina Senate. Beginning with the election of Tipton, 

although only a small percentage of the westerner's took note 

of the election, two entirely separate and distinct govern-

^Tllchard Caswell to David Campbell, n. d. , quoted in 
Philip M. Hamer, ed., Tennessee—A History, 1673-19^2, 2 vols. 
(New York: The American Historical"Society, Inc., 1933)» 1:127 

^John Sevier to Richard Caswell, May 1̂4-, 1785. Clark, 
Records of North ^ro_13na , 17:'i*!-6-'!-9. 

^°Clark, Records of North Carolina, ZH-: 765-66 . 
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ments existed in the West. North Carolina proceeded to 

designate administrative officers for the territory and even 

to establish a court system. It is easy to imagine the 

confusion and "bitterness that arose out of such a situation, 

with each government claiming to be the legitimate voice of 

the people. Just as Sevier branded Tipton and his associates 

outlaws, so Tipton labeled Sevier a t r a i t o r T h e matter of 

who was right would ultimately be decided by which government 

survived. 

By 1787, .Sevier had become painfully aware that Just 

as the strength of the Tipton party appeared to be increasing, 

his own popularity was clear]y on the wane. Franklin had 

managed to survive, but it had fallen far short of the 

expectations westerners had-held for it. The chief failure 

had been an economic one. The Pranklinites had expected an 

influx of new settlers, bringing new money, but the settlers 

had not come. By January, 1788, the economic situation had 

reached the stage where Sevier was receiving his governorfs 

salary in deer and racoon s k i n s . I n his letter to Judge 

Campbell, Caswell had all but promised a peaceful separation 

at a later date if the Franklinites would but rejoin the 

fold for the time being. Sevier found himself facing a 

problem he was powerless to solve. Disenchantment with the 

^Driver, John Sevier, pp. 91-92. 

^Clemens, "Lost State of Franklin," pp. 773-7^• 
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Franklin government, compounded "by the North Carolina 

conciliations, left him struggling to keep afloat a rapidly-

sinking ship of state. 

After November, 1?8?, the process of disintegration 

and dissolution proceeded at a rapid pace* A proposal was 

Introduced in the Franklin Assembly which, in effect, called 

for the state of Franklin to advance some of her ablest 

citizens as candidates for the North Carolina Legislature in 

the upcoming elections.^9 The Franklinites hoped to win the 

elections and make it clear in the very halls of the North 

Carolina Assembly that they did, indeed, still desire separation. 

However, as those Franklin3t.es who had succeeded in the 

elections became more involved in the affairs of North Carolina, 

they tended to lose their z6al for Franklin and to exert, 

if anything, an anti-separationist influence.5® in late 1?87, 

North Carolina offered a superior court judgeship to David 

Campbell, and the Superior Judge of the state of Franklin 

became judge of the North Carolina district of W a s h i n g t o n . 5 1 

Then, as one author has phrased it, 

The last hopes of Franklin faded when the federal 
Constitution of 1?8? made no provisions favorable 
to the admission of Franklin to the Union. Under 

^Haywood, History of Tennessee, p. 18?. 

5®Hamer, Tennessee—A History. 1:129-3Q» 

Hi chard Caswell, to David Campbell, February 23, 1787, 
Clark, Record s of North Carol in?;, 2 0: 6l 6 -17 • 
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Article IV, Franklin could not become.a state 
without the consent of North C a r o l i n a . 5 2 

And of course North Carolina was not about to consent. On 

March 1, 1788, John Sevier's term as the first and only 

governor of Franklin came to an end, and a little less than 

a year later, he renewed his oath of allegiance to the state 

of North Carolina. A movement that had once held promise 

of developing into the fourteenth state faded quickly into 

the pages of history as just another one of those things 

that might have been. 

The end of the Franklin movement undoubtedly marked 

the low point in Sevier's life. At the movement's inception, 

he had been riding a high'crest of popularity, a reflection 

of his years of service in the Indian wars and his service 

at King's Mountain. At the movement's end, his highly-

esteemed popularity apparently was no more. The cause to 

which he had dedicated himself in 1784- lay in ruin by 1789. 

For a short period of time, or until his renewed oath of 

allegiance to North Carolina, John Sevier was even branded 

a traitor and a fugitive from justice. Many men faced with 

Sevier's prospects in 1789 would have found the challenge 

too demanding, but as far as public service was concerned, 

he still had his best years ahead of him. The Franklin 

movement marked a very real transition in Sevier's life. The 

^Davidson, The Old ftiver, p. 175• 
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frontier hero and Indian fighter had become a politician. 

This time it would be through political life that the man 

from Nolachucky would win his way back to first place in 

the loyalty and affection of the people of the early American 

Southwest. 



CHAPTER V 

JOHN SEVIER AND THE SPANISH CONSPIRACY 

Undoubtedly, one of the most fascinating episodes in 

the life of John Sevier revolved around his relationship 

with the government of Spain during those years he was 

serving as governor of Franklin. The revisionist school 

of early Southwestern historians have gone so far as to 

suggest this relationship was tantamount to treason. The 

very seriousness of the charge demands that anyone interested 

in the life of Sevier review this episode most carefully. 

According to the revisionist school of Whitaker, 

Abernethy, Kasterson, and others, the principal motive behind 

almost any action Sevier ever undertook was his desire for 

land. In 1783. a year before the advent of the Franklin 

movement, Sevier allied himself with a group of distinguished 

North Carolina speculators interested in developing the 

agriculturally rich and strategically located area in the 

great bend of the Tennessee River, commonly referred to as 

Muscle Shoals. Included in this ambitious project were 

Congressman William Blount, future Governor Richard Caswell 

and General, of Militia Joseph Mart in. ̂  

*Whitaker, "Muscle Shoe Is Speculation," pp. 365-86; 
Thomas Perkins Abernethy „ Western Lands and the American Revo-
lution (New York: D. Appleton-Century Company, Inc., 19371» 
pp. 312-39; Mastersor. v Willi am Blount, pp. 89-91* 
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During the early stages of the Muscle.Shoals venture, 

there was still a great deal of uncertainty as to just 

exactly whose Jurisdiction was involved, whether North 

Carolina's, South Carolina's, or Georgia's.^ when at last 

it was determined that the Great Bend area lay within the 

bounds of Georgia's western territory, the speculator-

developers moved quickly to secure the blessing and necessary 

co-operation of the Georgia state legislature. In the negotia-

tions which followed, Blount was able to convince the 

legislature that the best hope of successfully colonizing the 

region lay with the company he represented. Georgia responded 

by organizing a county government for the Bend area and naming 

officers of the Muscle Shoals company to virtually all the 

key positions. The most critical appointment of all, colonel 

of militia, went to John Sevier. Sevier's first task in his 

new role was to lead an expedition to establish the boundaries 

of the ne\T county and to ascertain the general layout of the 

land. At this point, the whole project looked promising 

indeed, and the company began to advertise widely for the 

formation of a colony.3 However, on the very threshold of 

success, two problems emerged that seemed destined to defeat 

the enterprise. One of these problems stemmed from renewed 

and intensified Indian hostilities in the Bend area. The 

O 
Driver, John Sevier, p. 70. 

^Whitaker, "Muscle Shoals Speculation," pp. 368-69* 
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other problem, even more distressing, resulted from that 

insurgent desire for self-determination and separation on 

the part of the people in the over-mountain region of North 

Carolina, a desire that culminated in the formation of the 

state of Franklin.*5" 

As has been stated before, there is little argument 

over the fact that John Sevier initially opposed the Franklin 

movement. The revisionist historians contend this was because 

he thought it might interfere with or draw attention away 

from the Muscle Shoals project.^ They argue that when it 

became obvious to Sevier the Franklin movement would succeed 

without him, he grasped the reins of power quickly to salvage 

all the influence he could. To Sevier, the Franklin movement 

then became little more than a tool, a medium of expediency 

to further the aspirations of Nolachucky Jack and his fellow 

entrepreneurs.^ In illustrating this, the revisionists point 

to a joint venture undertaken by the Governor of Franklin and 

Governor Tellfair of Georgia, a military expedition designed 

to drive the Creeks and Chickamaugas out of the Muscle Shoals 

Ramsey, Annals of Tennessee, p. 377 • 

^See, especially, Whitaker, "Muscle Shoals Speculation," 
pp. 365-66. 

^Ibid., p. 371* See, also, Driver, John Sevier, pp. 87-
88, and Abernethy, Frontier to Plantation, pp. S5-8&. 
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region and permit the rapid colonization of the area.7 To 

induce his fellow Franklinites to join him in the campaign, 

Sevier promised lucrative grants in the new colony.® Before 

the expedition could "be launched, however, Georgia ratified 

the new United States Constitution. In so doing, she consigned 

to the new federal government the task of conducting Indian 

affairs and thereby abandoned all her own plans for campaigns 

against the Indians. More importantly, Georgia's ratification 

of the new constitution foreshadowed a cession of her western 

lands. The Muscle Shoals speculation was apparently doomed. 

According to the revisionists, and particularly Arthur 

Preston Whitaker and William Kasterson, it was at this point 

that John Sevier turned to the Spanish in a desperate gamble . 

to salvage his flagging fortunes in the West. By 1?88, the 

government of Franklin was also literally falling apart, and, 

according to the revisionists, Sevier was in essence grabbing 

at straws, trying to find some secure, official base from 

which he could keep the Muscle Shoals speculation alive.9 if 

/Abernethy, Western Lands, pp. 3151 33^-38; Davidson, 
The Old River, p. 179• The revisionists' allegations are 
based in"large part on a letter written for John Sevier by 
George Etholm to Governor Tellfair of Georgia, September 30» 
1789. Sevier Papers, Tennessee State Library and Archives, 
Nashville. 

^Williams, History of Franklin, pp. 191-92. 

^Arthur Preston Whitaker, "Spanish Intrigue In the Old 
Southwest: An Episode, 1?88-89," Mississippi Valley Historical 
Review, 12 (September, 1925):158-^27"Abernethy, Frcmtlor'to 
Plantation, pp. 98-99• • ~ " 
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he could bring Franklin, if not under Spanish control, at 

least into the Spanish sphere of influence, then possibly-

through the Spain-Franklin connection he could find a way to 

save the Muscle Shoals venture. On the other hand, if Franklin 

reverted back to North Carolina, then Sevier, already branded 

a criminal by that state,1° stood to lose everything. 

A. P. Whitaker first proposed the thesis outlined above 

in his article published in 1925 entitled "Spanish Intrigue 

in the Old Southwest." Since then, a number of historians 

have conjectured as to just how far Sevier was willing to 

go in his flirtation with Spain. The correspondence between 

Sevier and the Spanish Minister at Kew Orleans, Don Diego de 

Gardoqui, has never been of much help. Both men were reluctant 

to deal in other than ambiguities, and in fact, it is the 

ambiguity of these documents that has led to much of the 

current c o n t r o v e r s y W h a t is significant, however, is 

that virtually all the modern Southwestern historians, 

regardless of their personal beliefs as to how far Sevier 

was willing to go, tacitly agree with Whitaker's implication 

that Sevier*s actions bordered on treason for the sake of 

lOSamuel Johnson to David Campbell, July 29. 1788, 
Clark, Records of North Carolina, 21:^84. 

llNearly all these documents have been reprinted in 
either Whitaker, "Spanish Intrigue," pp. 155-76, or Archibald 
Henderson, "Spanish Conspiracy in Tennessee," Tennessee 
Historical Magazine, 3 (June, 1911) :229-<l-3» 
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private galn.l^ such a charge, or even such an Implication, 

demands not only another look at the evidence, but a fresh 

look from every available historical perspective. Perhaps 

the place to begin is back in the state of Franklin. 

First, as has been noted before, when the inhabitants 
I 

of Franklin applied for full statehood in 1785, they were 

turned down. In commenting on this, even Abernethy states 

that the West had very little reason to believe that Congress 

was interested in its problems.^3 Secondly, North Carolina 

In the eighteenth century had the reputation of being a step-

child among the colony-states in that she* was allegedly a 

collecting gxound for debtors, rimat^y servants, escaped 

convicts, and riffraff of all kinds. If North Carolina was 

a stepchild, then the Carolina backcountry was the stepchild 

of a stepchild, or at least the people of the West felt as 

if they were treated like o n e F i n a l l y , it can be argued 

that there was no inherent reason why Sevier and the Frank-

Unites should have preferred the government of the United 

States to that of Spain in the first place. Nationalism was 

not yet a strong force on the frontier. John Sevier and the 

people of Franklin had no particular ties or kinship with the 

^Indicative Df this point of view is the attitude taken 
by Abernethy, Western Lands, pp. 338-^3* 

13ibid., p. 33^. 

l2*Davld Campbell to Richard Caswell, March 18, 1787. 
Clark, Records of North Carolina, 20s6^2-^3® 
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infant republic, and indeed, the future as far as commerce 

was concerned seemed to lie not across the rugged Alleghanies, 

but west and south, down the river-highways to the Spanish 

Gulf Coast and New Orleans. As Marquis James has phrased it: 

Two things the West . . . [had to] have to prosper: 
' peace with the Indians and the New Orleans market® 
The East could give it neither. Spain, controlling 
the powerful Creeks, could give it much of one and 
all of the other.15 

And as John Sevier himself wrote in one of his letters to 

Gardoqui: 

The people of this region have come to realize 
truly upon what part of the world and upon which 
nation their future happiness and security depend, 
and they immediately infer that their interest and 
prosperity depend entirely upon the protection 
and liberality of your government.!® 

Compared to the government of Spain, the American government 

at that time was a weak government. In the words of James E. 

Gilmore, it was "merely a rope of sand," scarcely able to 

protect itself, much less protect an infant state on a faraway 

and dangerous Indian frontier.17 

There is one final factor to be considered before 

assessing Sevier's motives in his negotiations with Spain. 

On August 1, 1?88, the General Assembly of the state of 

North Carolina rejected the new federal constitution by a 

15James, Andrew Jackson, p. 59* 
AOJohn Sevier to Don Diego de Gardoqui, September 12, 

1788, quoted in Henderson, Conquest of the Old Southwest, p. 327< 

^Gilmore, John Sevier, p. 21., 
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vote of 1.8̂  to 84.*® Judging from the margin by which the 

new constitution had "been rejected, Sevier regarded the 

results as decisive, arid possibly final, and wrote to the 

Spanish Minister on September 12: 

. . . There shall be no more favorable occasion than 
• the present one to put . . . tour] plan into exe-
cution. North Carolina has rejected the Constitution 
and moreover it seems to me that a considerable 
time will elapse before she becomcs a member of 
the Union . . . A ? 

Thus, if the rejection by the national government of 

Franklin*s bid for separate statehood is kept in mind, it 

becomes apparent that the only palatable course left open 

to Sevier and his party was some sort of an accommodation 

with Spain. Reconciliation with the government of North 

Carolina, outside the federal.union, would be a completely 

unacceptable alternative. On the other hand, had North 

Carolina ratified the new federal constitution at this point, 

the outlook might have been quite different. Sevier and the 

Franklinites could have reconciled with North Carolina, 

confident in the knowledge that North Carolina*s western 

land holdings would shortly pass into the hands of a much 

stronger federal government. Franklin could have looked 

forward to territorial status almost immediately while still 

l8"The Journal of the Convention of North Carolina," 
Clark, Records of North Carolina, 22:2^-26. 

*•9John Sevier to Don Diego de Gardoqui, September 12, 
1788, quoted in Henderson, Conquest of the Old Southwest, 
P. 335. ~ •" 
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anticipating statehood in the not too distant future. She 

would have been out from under what she considered to be the 

oppressive and discriminatory dominion of North Carolina 

without having to sacrifice the security and economic growth 

she had been seeking. Unfortunately, however, such was not 
\ 

the case, and as Sevier wrote to Gardoqui, apparently such 

would not be the case for some time to come. 

In summarizing and assessing John Sevier's role in the 

so-called Spanish conspiracy, two especially salient con-

clusions emerge. First, it is not very fruitful to argue 

over facts. The letters of Sevier and Gardoqui, the primary 

source of factual material, are themselves sufficiently non-

committal and guarded in tone, as to be of little value. 

Almost anything can be read'into or out of them. Secondly, 

and more Importantly, regardless of what sort of factual 

conclusion is reached, that conclusion Itself means very 

little if it is not placed in an appropriate frame of reference. 

Sevier must-be judged in terms of his essential provincialism. 

In such a context, it is not very consistent to label him 

as disloyal just because of some still undefined bargain he 

was trying to strike with Spain, for Spain was not necessarily 

any more foreign to him than the struggling new government 

in New York. Furthermore, in view of North Carolina's recent 

rejection of the new federal constitution, it becomes obvious 

that if John Sevier was being disloyal, that disloyalty was 
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directed .not against the government of the United States, 

with which neither he nor the people of Franklin had any 

legal relationship whatsoever, "but rather it was directed 

against the government of the state of North Carolina, a 

government that had been playing.political football with 

the people of the West for the last five years. 



CHAPTER VI 

JOHN SEVIER—THE FEUDAL YEARS 

(Although John Sevier gained his initial reputation 

through his prowess as an Indian fighter, his most lasting 

fame was achieved in the political arena. His was a political 

career that spanned the extremes, from the total and almost 

disastrous Franklin adventure on the one hand to the success-

ful foundation of the sixteenth state on the other. 

Sevier began his political career quite early, as 

witnessed "by his election to the Board of Commissioners for 

the Watauga Association in 1771. As his military reputation 

spread, his political career also gained momentum. During 

the 1770*s and early 1780fs, he served in a succession of 

elective positions, ranging from judgeships to various 

positions in the militia.1 Sevier's capacity for political 

leadership, however, was not truly tested until the occasion 

of his ill-fated connection with the Franklin movement. 

While the story of John Sevier*s involvement in Franklin 

is a chapter in itself, there was a footnote to that chapter 

that fairly well set the tone of his political career. From 

the very outset of the Franklin movement, opposition had 

^Driver, John Sevier, pp. 
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centered in a party led by the Reverend Samuel Houston and 

Sevier*s former junior officer from the Indian campaigns, 

John Tipton. A general impression among historians seems to 

have "been that the differences between Sevier and Tipton went 

no deeper than their disagreement over Franklin, that while 

Sevier embodied the dissident faction bent on independence, 

Tipton represented the group wanting to remain loyal to 

North Carolina. In reality, however, their differences were 

of longer duration, and they had a very personal origin. In 

the winter campaign against the Creeks in 1780, and specifically 

at the Battle of Boyd's Creek, Sevier and his forces had a 

chancc to achievc a victory so resounding as to seriously 

hamper Indian abilities to wage war for years to come. One 

junior officer disobeyed orders, however, and the Creeks 

escaped through the position he had been assigned to maintain. 

That junior officer was John Tipton. Although Sevier excused 

and pardoned the actions of his still young and inexperienced 

subordinate, subsequent events suggest that Tipton never 

forgave Sevier for having been right.^ 

What had begun as a relatively minor clash during the 

Creek campaign of 1780 developed into a full scale feud 

during the course of the Franklin movement. Both men claimed 

^Haywood, History of Tennessee, pp. 7^r?5; Samuel Cole 
Williams, Tennessee During""the ̂ revolutionary War (Nashville: 
The Tennessee Historical Commission, 19^) , pp. 186-87• 
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to represent the only legal government in the area, Sevier 

by virtue of his election as governor of Franklin, and Tipton 

"by virtue of his election to the North Carolina Senate in 

1?85»3 Instances of one government raiding the other, of one 

government seizing the other*s tax receipts and court records 

"became commonplace.^ • With the complete collapse of the-

Franklin government in March, 1?88, it appeared that Tipton 

had won a measure of revenge. John Sevier was labeled an 

outlaw by North Carolina, and Tipton seized on every oppor-

tunity to disgrace and harass his former commander. One of 

Tipton's first acts was to levy North Carolina taxes against 

Sevier's property. When Sevier ignored the levy, Tipton 

exacted compensation by seizing some of Sevier's slaves. By-

this time Sevier was thoroughly enraged and determined to 

teach Tipton a lesson. With fifty of his most loyal supporters, 

Sevier marched toward Tipton's farm and laid seige to his 

home.5 

The events which followed have been over-emphasized by 

a number of historians. Although two men were eventually 

killed when Tipton tried to lead an all-out counter-attack, 

for the most part this so-called battle consisted of Sevier's 

3Abraham Jobe, "Autobiography or Memoirs of Dr. Abraham 
Jobe of Elizabethton, Tennessee," Tennessee State Library 
and Archives, Nashville, p. 252. 

^Williams 8 History of Franklin, pp. 138-39» 193* 

5'Ibid., pp. 192-204. 
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highly-skilled marksmen firing fusilade after fusilade into 

an unoccupied corner of the house, while Tipton's equally-

skilled partisans fired fusilade after fusilade safely over 

the heads of their one-time friends and neighbors. The 

arrival of a large number of reinforcements in the Tipton 

camp and continued bad weather at last forced Sevier to. 

retreat. The fact that this incident was not more tragic 

than it was is largely attributable to the good sense of the 

rank-and-file supporters on both sides. With few exceptions, 

they did not feel a personal vendetta between Sevier and 

Tipton was worth the risk of killing or getting killed.^ 

On October 10, 1788, Tipton found the cx-Franklin 

Governor near Jonesboro, charged him with treason, and bound . 

him over to two North Carolina deputies, Tom Gorley and 

George French, to be delivered to the court at .Hillsborough.7 

Fear.irig his life was in danger from the deputies, Sevier made 

an unsuccessful attempt to escape. Evidently his fears were 

not without some foundation, for Jacob Tipton, who did not 

share his brother's animosity toward Sevier, is known later 

to have warned Gorley and French that had they killed Sevier, 

he personally would have "blown their brains out."® 

^Tennessee Daughters of the American Revolution, Two 
Famous Tennesseans, p. 30. 

?Clark, Records of North Carolina, 22:699-700. 

^Brown, Old Frontiers, pp. 291-92. 
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Sevier was never brought to trial on the charges raised 

by Tipton. Shortly before the trial was to occur, in an 

incident that has been highly romanticized by a number of 

the old school historians, Sevier was rescued from the clutches 

of Carolina law and spirited back over the mountains by a 

group of his friends.-9 By the time the trial was due to be 

heard, North Carolina was primarily interested just in letting 

the recent Franklin furor die down as much as possible. By 

this time, even John Tipton had cooled off enough to deduce 

It wise not to press the matter. Still, the hard feelings 

as far as Tipton was concerned were never to disappear 

coiajjletely. Even though at a'lab ex' date Savior honored 

Tipton with a highly-prized appointment, a county judgeship 

Tipton was not able to forgive and forget. He eventually 

had one more opportunity to get back at Sevierr and he took 

it, .playing a major role in the most notable of all Sevier's 

political involvements, his famous and lifelong feud with 

Andrew Jackson. 

John Sevier's rebirth as a political figure began on 

February 17, 1789» when he took a renewed oath of allegiance 

to the government of North Carolina. He had already been 

re-elected to the North Carolina Senate, and that government, 

desiring only to soothe as many ruffled feelings as possible, 

^Ramsey, Annals of Tennessee, pp. *1-2̂ -30, 

l^Heiskell, Andrew Jackson, 1:*331 • 
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welcomed back her wayward son with open arms. On November JO, 

1790> "the Legislature formally pardoned Sevier for his part 

in the Franklin movement, and, shortly thereafter, restored 

him to his pre-178^ position as Brigadier-General of militia 

for the novi restored Washington County.H 

When the North Carolina Assembly convened in 1788,. one 

of the first orders of business was consideration of the new 

United States Constitution. Reservations centering on the 

lack of a bill of rights forestalled ratification in the 

regular session, but the Assembly agreed to consider the 

matter again in special session in November, 1789. This time 

ratification T>;on by a wide majority. North Carolina slated 

her Congressional elections for March, 1790, and chosen to 

represent the western counties of Washington and Mero was 

the West's favorite son, John Sevier.^ 

Sevier's sojourn in the new nation*s capitol was a 

brief, undistinguished, and probably not too happy one. It 

ended as soon as Sevier received an opportunity to return 

home with a position of even greater influence. North 

Carolina's cession of her western lands to the new national 

government made possible the creation of the vast new Territory 

South of the River Ohio. Named to govern the new territory 

was William Blount. On February 22, 1791. Blount submitted 

^See Chapter IV. 

* ̂ Carter, Territorial Papers, U-:k6. 
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the names of John Sevier and James Robertson as his nominees 

for brigadiers-general of militia. The next day the Senate 

confirmed the nominations, and John Sevier headed for home.^3 

The next five years of his life Sevier spent in service 

to the government of the Southwest Territory. Relatively 

speaking, these were rather uneventful years. In 1793» he 
# 

closed out his military career with one final campaign against 

the Indians, and in 179^, he was honored by President Washing-

ton by being named to the five-man Legislative Council of the 

Southwest T e r r i t o r y A s the territory continued to grow 

and prosper, statehood seemed inevitable, and John Sevier, 

now a fervent advocate of the cause, served as chairman of 

the territory's committee on statehood.^5 By 1796, all the 

prerequisites for statehood had been met. On March 28, 1796, 

the first duly elected legislature of the "sixteenth state in 

the Union convened in Knoxville, and on March 30, 1796, the 

man from Nolachucky, John Sevier, was inaugurated as first 

governor of the state of Tennessee. 

The early years of the new state of Tennessee were 

characterized by all the problems attendant to a fledgling 

^Ibld., p. k6. See also William Blount, The Blount 
Journal, 1790-1796 (Nashville: The Tennessee Historical 
Commission, 1955)» P* 115• 

1^William Blount to Edmund Randolph, July 28, 179^» 
Carter, Territorial Papers, 4-:350-51* 

^Samuel Cole Williams, "The Admission of Tennessee 
into the Union," Tennessee Historical Quarterly, 4 {December, 
19^5):296. 
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state government and Indeed some unique ones stemming from 

Tennessee*s frontier exposure. Perhaps the most crucial 

problem continued, to be the matter of security, specifically 

control of the so-called Indian menace. Sevier directed a 

large proportion of his energies to the organization of an 

effective state militia. Only slightly less important than 

the matter of defense was the matter of an equitable and 

efficient disposition of the state's vast public lands. No 

less important were the usual problems of state finance and 

the problem of enticing and holding Tennessee*s share of 

the ever swelling stream of humanity flowing to the West. 

The development of Tennessee during the early years is a 

story that has been treated in considerable depth by a 

number of h i s t o r i a n s . ^ For the most part, the story of 

the development of Tennessee reads much like the story of 

the development of any new state. In this respect, it would 

hardly seem worthwhile to recount the same stories that have 

been told a number of times before. 

There is one respect, however, in which the story of 

early Tennessee is unique. In very few of the other states 

did so very small a group of men play so important a role. 

In early Tennessee history, two names stand far out above 

the rest. One of course was John Sevier. The 

Improbably the best of these general treatments are 
Hamer, Tennessee—-A History, and John Trotwood Moore, ed., 
Tennessee:* The Volunteer State , 1769-1923, ^ vols. (Chicago: 
The sT~j7 Clarke Publishing Companyi 1923). 
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other belonged to a lawyer from what was then the western 

part of the state, a headstrong and ambitious young man named 

Andrew Jackson. These two men and the volatile relationship 

of these two men played a very largo role in determining 

the early character of the state. This, then, is a story 

that should be told again, especially if it can be done. 

from a fresh point of view. 

Andrew Jackson was only a teenage boy when John Sevier 

was winning his reputation as an Indian fighter and helping 

to defeat the British at King's Mountain. It is entirely 

possible that the younger Jackson looked on the famous man 

from Nolachucky with a certain amount of hero worship. 

Certainly, it would have been unusual if he did not. Once 

Jackson reached maturity, however, his high regard for Sevier 

did not last. Without diverging into a complete biography 

of Jackson, at least two basic reasons for this can be 

suggested. First and most fundamentally, both men.were very 

much alike. Like Sevier, young Andrew Jackson was an extremely 

proud and ambitious man, and like Sevier, he could be sat-

isfied with nothing less than first place#1'' For Jackson, 

the road to fame, favor, and fortune was primarily a political 

one, and that road was blocked by the man already at the top, . 

John Sevier. Secondly, Sevier and Jackson came to represent 

and embody the early vestiges of the sectionalism that would 

17james, Andrew Jackson, p. 93* 
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characterize Tennessee politics for the next three quarters 

of a century. By the late eighteenth century, the frontier 

had passed on to middle Tennessee, and by comparison, eastern 

Tennessee was a fair3.y well settled and civilized area. John 

Sevier was no longer the pioneer of the new frontier; now 

he was the spokesman for the old. It was Andrew Jackson who 

spoke for middle Tennessee, for the even newer YJest.^ 

While the factors outlined above are adequate to account 

for the basic differences between Sevier and Jackson, It is 

impossible to determine precisely what precipitated the initial 

break. From all indications, the relationship between the two 

was still cordial as late as 1796, but by this time, Jackson 

was beginning to take an increasingly active role in state 

politics. During the elections of 1796, Jackson became 

embroiled in a heated controversy with Joel Lewis, an emissary 

and .close friend of the Governor's, and raised an important 

question as to the propriety and constitutionality of Sevier's 

attempts to influence the election of the district brigadiers-

general.^9 As could be expected, Sevier resented the young 

man's impertinence, and, although he maintained his public 

composure, he stated his displeasure in no uncertain terms in 

^Tennessee Daughters of the American Revolution, Two 
Famous Tennesseans, p. 8. 

19john Sevier to Andrew Jackson, May 8, 1797» John 
Spencer Bassett, ed., Correspondence of Andrew Jackson» b vols, 
(Washington: Carnegie Institution of V/ashington, 
1:31 -32 . 
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private letters to Lexiis and James Robertson, letters In 

which he roundly castigated the "scurrilous expressions of 

a poor, pitiful, petty-fogging lawyer . . . ." Unfortunately, 

Sevier*s intemperate choice of words reached Jackson*s ears, 

and Jackson was furious.20 Shortly thereafter, Jackson 

plunged headlong into, the political waters by announcing his 

candidacy for the highest military office in the state, 

major general of militia. Although he had had no military 

leadership experience whatsoever, a fact duly noted by Sevier, 

still Jackson fancied himself possessed of a certain innate 

military ability.Whether this was true or not, Jackson 

still had a thing or two to t earn about politics. John Sevier 

threw his active support to George Conway. When the ballots 

were counted, Jackson had lost badly in his first confrontation 

with the man from the banks of the Nolachucky. 

By the spring of 1797» the relationship between Sevier 

and Jackson had reached a new low, as Jackson quarreled 

openly with the Governor over the recent election. The proud 

but still rather immature Jackson was ready to duel, but 

Sevier, who had already won his point, could afford to be 

calm and even conciliatory. In a letter to Jackson dated 

20Jackson to Sevier, May 8, 1797, ibid., pp. 32-33. 
See also Albert V. Goodpasture, "Genesis of the Jackson-
Sevier Feud," The Tennessee Historical Society Quarterly, 5 
(April, 1900) 5115-23* "" * ~ " " 

^Goodpasture, "Genesis of the Jackson~Sevier Feud," 
p. 116; James, Andrew Jackson, pp. 87~88. 
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Kay 7, 1797, Sevier apologized for his admittedly intemperate 

language.22 Jackson graciously accepted Sevier's apologies, 

and apparently the cordial relationship of the past was in 

the process of being restored.23 on the surface, the years 

1798-1799 were cordial enough. Sevier even appointed Jackson 

to a seat on the Superior Court. Beneath the facade of. 

cordiality and respect, however, a new storm was brewing, 

one that would make the episode of 1796 pale by comparison. 

In 1797 Andrei* Jackson ran for and was elected to the 

United States Senate. In preparing to leave for the nation's 

capitol, he quite by chance happened onto a startling discovery, 

a series of suspicious-looking land transactions involving 

the popular Tennessee Governor. Subsequent investigation 

apparently showed that through forged warrants and other 

devious means Sevier and others of his circle had conspired 

to obtain title to approximately one-fifth of all the public 

lands in Tennessee. For some reason, Jackson chose not to 

disclose his discovery at that time. Later events seem to 

Indicate he had decided to hold his information in reserve 

until the time it would have the greatest political effect.2^ 

22Jackson to Sevier, May 8, 1797; Sevier to Jackson, 
May 11, 1797, Bassett, Correspondence of Jackson, 1:36. 

23Jackson to Sevier, May 10, 1797. reprinted in Good-
pasture, "Genesis of the Jackson-Sevier Feud," pp. 120-21. 

2^James, Andrew Jackson, pp. 95-96. 
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After his initial election to the governorship, Sevier 

wais elected twice more without opposition. The state con-

tinued to grow rapidly, and the frontier was rendered ever 

more secure. By the end of 1801, John Sevier had completed 

his constitutional limit of three consecutive terms, and he 

scrupulously refused to name a puppet s t a n d - i n . 2 ^ Archibald 

Roane succeeded Sevier as governor, and the former governor 

announced his candidacy for the post of major-general, a 

position made available by the death of George Conway. Andrew 

Jackson sensed the time was now right for his own political 

move, and he declared his candidacy for the same post Sevier 

was seeking. The vote among Tennessee militia officers 

resulted in a tie, seventeen to seventeen. The deciding 

vote would have to come from Governor Roane. On February 16, 

Jackson revealed to the Governor the information he had 

implicating Sevier in the alleged land frauds. Roane cast 

the deciding vote in favor of Jackson, and John Sevier 

suffered the only major political defeat in his life,2^ 

John Sevier was not accustomed to losing? consequently, 

his entry into the race for governor of Tennessee in 1803 

resulted in as bitter a statewide contest as any ever fought 

within the state. Prom the beginning, Sevier had regarded 

2^Tennessee Daughters of the American Revolution, Two 
Famous Tennesseans, p. 31• 

2^Jarnesr Andrew Jackson, p. 96 • 
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Roanefs incumbency as a "courtesy Interregnum dictated by the 

letter, though not the spirit, of the Constitution. The old 

leader meant to have back his throne, . . ." and he regarded 

Roane's plans for re-election as "crass effrontery."27 By 

this- time Jackson had formed a solid political coalition 

with Roane, and both men determined that their best hope of 

success lay in discrediting Sevier. On July 27, 1803* 

Jackson published his allegations of fraud in the Knoxville 

Gazette and in so doing Introduced to the electorate at large 

what he and Roane hoped would become the major issue of the 

campaign. 

Jackson based his charges against Sevier primarily on 

an affidavit supplied by John Carter, entry-taker for 

Washington County. Carter's affidavit dealt with the theft 

or destruction of certain land records for Washington County 

and -the subsequent discovery of an extra file in the records 

containing entries for 175 land locations of 6^0 acres each. 

All the new entries were dated September 16, 1779» and 

apparently all were in the handwriting of the same man, 

John Sevier. In his charges in the Gazette, Jackson also 

charged that Sevier had obtained these warrants in collusion 

with James Glasgow, then North Carolina's Secretary of State„ 

27 Ibid., p. 96. 
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and that the collusion involved Sevier's bribing Glasgow 

to alter the face of the warrants.^® 

On August 3, 1803, Sevier published his defense in the 

Tennessee Gazette and redirected the public's attention to 

the previously mentioned Glasgow letter.^9 According to 

Sevier, the request he made to alter the face of the warrants 

was not an attempt to induce Glasgow to wrongdoing. Further-

more, Sevier continued, the rather substantial payment offered 

Glasgow for performing this service should be considered as 

a legal fee and nothing more, and certainly not as a bribe. 

Sevier defended the letter as simply a proposal to a man 

much more versed in the complicated land laws of North 

Carolina than himself, intended only to determine whether 

the transaction he, Sevier,"was considering was proper or not. 

The fact that the Secretary of State had been offered three 

6^0 acre warrants for his trouble was of no significance, 

Sevier maintained, for he thought the Secretary would be 

entitled to at lea.st that much for the private legal expenses 

involved.30 

^Carter's affidavit was reproduced by Jackson in his 
so-called "Broadside," published in the Knoxville Gazette, 
July 2?, 1803. 

29oraper, Draper Manuscript Collection, State Historical 
Society of Wisconsin, Madison, 11:121. 

30por another statement of Sevier's defense, see John 
Sevier to James Robertson, May JO, 1803, Robertson Papers, 
Tennessee State Library and Archives, Nashville. 
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The controversy continued to rage throughout the campaign 

months of 1803. On September 23, Governor Roane sent a special 

message to the state legislature urging that a committee be 

appointed to conduct a full investigation of the goings-on in 

the land office. Sevier made two unsuccessful attempts to 

be heard before the committee. The committee's report,, which 

was not made public until November, was void of any specific 

charges of wrong-doing, and was limited instead to a summary 

of the irregularities uncovered. From a legal and technical 

point of view, the report served as something of an exoneration 

of Sevier; from an ethical point of view, however, the report 

encouraged a great many lingering doubt?•31 

In 1811, the issue reached the courts once again. That, 

year a suit was filed in the federal court in Nashville 

seeking to evict the present owners of one of the tracts 

Sevier had obtained on the grounds that Sevier, as original 

proprietor, had obtained the land fraudulently. The plaintiff 

tried to use as evidence the previously-mentioned committee 

report of I803. Twice the case reached the United States 

Supreme Court, and twice the report was held to be invalid. 

Again, from a technical standpoint, Sevier was free of guilt.32 

Through a veil of 1?5 years, it is virtually impossible 

to arrive at a definitive assessment of Sevier*s involvement 

3-!Driver, John Sevier, p. 153* 

32Ib.id., pp. 157-58. 
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In the land transactions. If one is satisfied with strictly 

a legal verdict, then Sevier was not guilty. If one also 

wishes to take into consideration the ethics of the situation, 

then perhaps the safest thing to do is to follow the course 

charted by Carl Driver. As Driver points out, the charges 

and the timing of the charges smack of the most elementary 

sort of campaign propaganda. The charges have traditionally 

been accepted as true primarily because Andrew Jackson made 

them. Driver himself reserves any judgment whatsoever. His 

implication seems clear, however: at the very least,. Sevier 

deserves the courtesy of having his side of the story 

considered.33 

By October, 1803, the political feud between Sevier on 

one side and Jackson and Roane on the other had reached a 

very bitter stage. The climax was precipitated by an incident 

which took place on the courthouse steps in Knoxville. Sevier 

was in the process of verbally chastising a member of the 

special committee appointed to investigate his land transac-

tions when the then Superior Court Justice Andrew Jackson 

injudiciously tried to intervene. When Sevier turned his 

wrath on Jackson, Jackson countered with the plea that a man 

such as himself, who had labored so hard in the service of 

his state, did not deserve such reproach. 

33ibld., pp. 158-67. Driver's conclusions are in sharp 
contrast to Abernethy's claim that there was "not a flaw" in 
the Jacks011-Boane case against Sevier. Frontier to Plantation, 
p. 17*K 
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"Services?" Sevier is reported to have replied. "I know 

of no great service you have rendered the country except 

talcing a trip to Natchez with another man's wife! " 

At this crude and uncalled-for remark of Sevier's, 

Jackson, of course, exploded. 

"Great God! " he thundered. "Do you mention her sacred 

name?"3^ 

Passersby had to physically restrain Justice Jackson and 

the newly re-elected Chief Executive, but the next day, 

Jackson issued his challenge: 

Sir: 
The ungentlemanly expression, and gasconading 
conduct, of yours relative to mc yesterday was in 
true character of yourself, and unmasked you to 
the world, and plainly shows that they were the 
ebulitions of a base mind, goaded with stubborn 
proofs of fraud, and flowing from a source devoid 
of every refined sentiment, or delicate sensation. 
But Sir the voice of the people has made you a 
Governor, this alone makes you worthy of my notice 
or the notice of any Gentleman. To the office I 
have respect, and as such I only deign to notice 
you, and and [sic] call upon you for that satis-
faction and explanation that your ungentlemanly 
conduct and expressions require, for this purpose 
I must request an interview, and my friend who 
will hand you this will point out the time and 
place, when and where I shall expect to see you 
with your friend and no other person. My friend 
and myself will be armed with pistols. You cannot 
mistake me or my meaning. I am etc. etc.35 

Sevier, who had not as yet regained his own composure, was 

just as quick in replying: 

3^James, Andrew Jackson, p. 97• 

35jackson to Sevier, October 2a 1803» Andrew Jackson 
Papers, Tennessee State Library and Archives, Nashville. 
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Sir, yours to-day, by Andrew Withe, Esq., I 
have received, and I am pleased with the contents, 
so far as respects a personal interview. 

Your ungentlemanly and gasconading conduct of 
yesterday, and, indeed, at all other times heretofore, 
have unmasked you to me and to the world. The 
voice of the Assembly has made you a Judge, and 
this alone renders you worthy of my notice, or 
that of any other gentleman. To the office I 
have respect, and this only makes you worthy of 
notice. 

I shall wait on you with pleasure at any time 
and place not within the State of Tennessee, 
attended by my friend, with pistols, presuming 
you know nothing about the use of any other arms. 
Georgia, Virginia and North Carolina are in our 
vicinity, and we can easily repair to either of 
those places and conveniently retire into the 
inoffending government. You cannot mistake me 
or my meaning.3& 

At this point, it is obvious Sevier was more than 

willing to accept Jackson^s challenge. In the course of 

the next few days, however, reason again supplanted emotion, 

at least as far as the Governor was concerned. One reserva-

tion he had maintained from the beginning was his unwillingness 

to break the statute against dueling in the state where he 

served as chief executive. Evidently Judge Jackson did not 

feel any such reservations and labeled Sevier's sentiments 

"squeamish fears," contending that since the Governor's 

offense had occurred in Knoxville, he should have to atone 

for it in Knoxville. Jackson proceeded to demand a specific 

^Sevier to Jackson, October 2, 1803, ibid. 
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time and place for a meeting, assuring Sevier that if he 

did not oblige, he would publish him a "coward and poltroon."37 

By this time, Sevier apparently had regained his com-

posure to the point he could view his feud with Jackson with 

a measure of objectivity. In the first place, he had little 

to fear concerning Jackson's threat to publish him a coward. 

A lifetime of service against the Indians had already convinced 

the people of Tennessee that Nolachucky Jack was anything but 

a coward. And surely the thought must have occurred to Sevier: 

he, Sevier, had everything to lose and nothing to gain; for 

Jackson, Just the opposite was true. Why should he give 

Jackson a chance to accomplish wj th pistols what he had never 

been able to accomplish in the political arena? There was 

even a very pragmatic point'to be taken into consideration. 

Jackson was by far the younger man, and Sevier, at age sixty-

three, would be very much at a physical disadvantage. Sevier's 

second reply to Jackson repeated his insistence that the 

"interview" be held outside the state, and in so doing, called 

attention to Jackson's apparent disregard for the laws which 

he as a judge was sworn to uphold.38 Then, to personal and 

political friends, Sevier privately began spreading the idea • 

that he should be exempt from Jackson's challenge on the basis 

. 3?je tckson to Sevier, October 3, 1803, Bassett, Correspond. 
ence of Jackson, 1:71-72. 

38prancis Marion Turner, Life of General John Sevier 
(New Yorks The Koale Publishing Company, 1910) , ~pu 223** 
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of age and proven courage.39 While Sevier was still not 

sure exactly what Jackson would do, of one thing he could "be 

fairly certain. His good friends would see to it that his 

very valid private arguments were not kept from general 

circulation. 

Jackson's desire to force Sevier into a duel became 

something of an obsession with him; he even offered to resign 

from the bench to avoid any conflict between his private 

affairs and his public responsibilities.^0 Subsequent events 

Indicate Jackson felt that his threats were backfiring. 

Instead of being branded a coward and a poltroon, Sevier was 

being looked on as a man of reason and maturity. Jackson, 

on the other hand, felt himself being looked on as pi immature 
I 

hothead. Instead of retreating, however, Jackson oply stepped 

up the invective: 

You will recollect, that you on the first instant 
in the publick streets of Knoxville appeared to 
pant for the combat, you ransacked the vocabulary 
of vulgarity for insulting and blackguard expressions. 
You without provacation made the attack, . . . and 
ever since you gave the insult, . . . [have3 cowardly 
evaded an interview you on that day appeared to ... 
court . . . . Cowardice is now your only shield . . . . A 

39James, Andrew Jackson, p. 98. 

^Jackson withdrew this offer when presented with a 
petition of support signed by thirty-three prominent Knoxville 
citizens. For a copy of this petition, see Bassett, Corre-
spondence of Jackson, 1s 72. 

Jackson to Sevier, October 9, 1803, ibid., 1:73~75» 
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In reply, Sevier simply repeated his offer to meet Jackson 

outside the "boundaries of Tennessee, and Jackson followed by 

playing his final card. On October 10, 1803» the following 

notice appeared in the Knoxville Gazette; • 

To all who shall see these presents Greeting. 
Know ye that I Andrew Jackson, do pronounce, 
publish, and declare to the world, that his 
excellency John Sevier, Captain General and 
commander in chief of the land and naval forces 
of the state of Tennessee, is a base coward and 
poltroon. He will basely insult, but has not 
courage to repair . . . . 

It is quite possible the whole matter could have died at 

this point, for Sevier had already said he had had enough of 

this war of words; however, an unusual coincidence intervened 

to add one last anticllmactic and somewhat ludicrous chapter. 

In mid-October, 1803, Sevier was called on official business 

to meet with a number of chiefs on the Indian boundary line 

Lb*? 

at a place known as Southwest Point, a location Sevier had 

earlier suggested as a suitable place for the duel with 

Jackson. Meanwhile, Jackson had heard of Sevier's call to 

Southwest Point, and when Sevier arrived, Jackson was waiting 

for him. 

No one can say for sure what happened between Sevier and 

Jackson at the Point. First-hand accounts of the incident 

vary greatly according to which side the author was on. It 

is. possible, however, to abstract a basic chronology of events, 

^2"Sevierss Diary," October 15» 1803, reprinted in 
Beiskell, Andrew Jackson, 2:587. 
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According to the affidavit of Andrew Geer, for instance, the 

two principals, upon encountering each other on the road, 

advanced with drawn pistols to within twenty paces, with 

Sevier all the while damning Jackson to "fire away." After 

a lively torrent of verbal abuse, both men apparently regained 

control of their tempers to the extent they returned their 

pistols to their holsters. Then for some reason that has 

since been lost to history, Jackson unsheathed his famous 

sword cane and advanced on Sevier again. In reaching for 

his own sword, Sevier frightened his horse, and the horse 

ran away with his pistol. Novr drawing his pistol, Jackson 

kept advancing while the brave but not foolhardy Scourge of 

the Cherokees hid himself behind a tree. Apparently Jackson 

was prevented from carrying out his purpose only by the 

intervention of John Sevier's son, who assured Justice Jackson 

in no uncertain terms that if he fired on his now unarmed 

father, he would never live to enjoy his triumph.^3 

The. near-duel at Southwest Point marked the climax of 

the bitter Sevier-Jackson feud. In spite of all their 

posturing to the contrary, it is likely that both men were 

pleased to let the matter end as it did. While neither man 

was ever known to shrink from a meaningful and worthwhile 

test of courage, no doubt both came to realize that he who 

^Geer * s affidavit has been reprinted in "Some Old Papers," 
The American Historical Magazine, 5 (July, 1900):208-09. 

_ — — ^ ****** vya-Mwt* 
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survived the duel would have littls hope of surviving the 

public censure. 

Traditionally, the Sevier-Tipton and Sevier-Jackson 

feuds have been studied from the viewpoint of those primarily-

interested in the effect they had on Andrew Jackson. Approach-

ing the matter from another perspective, however, yields a 

set of conclusions history seems to have overlooked. Although 

no shots were fired, John Sevier clearly won the duel. Andrew 

Jackson emerged from his encounter with Sevier looking much 

as the old man from Nolachucky intended he should, as an 

intemperate, overly-ambitious backwoods politician. For 

years to core, Jackson was finished as far as Tennessee politics 

was concerned. Only when he left his native state and entered 

public affairs on a national level would he achieve the 

recognition he felt was due him. On the other hand, in spite 

of all the allegations Jackson had made, Sevier was over-

whelmingly re-elected to three more terms as Tennessee's 

governor. Following his record tenure as chief executive, 

Sevier spent the rest of his political career in the United 

States House of Representatives. Ironically, Sevier's 

popularity was such that the old Indian fighter was never 

again even challenged in any political race he undertook. 

There have been a number of attempts to account for the 

differences between Sevier and Jackson. It has been said 

that "Jackson dominated men by the force of his will," whereas 
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"Sevier attached them by the charm of his personality.It 

has been said that it was Jackson's nature to be a general of 

men, and Sevier's to be a leader in w a r . i t is ironic but 

understandable hovr history has treated them. History has 

made a national hero of Andrew Jackson, while tending to 

overlook the provincial Sevier. Yet, it is significant that 

.during the brief span when both men walked the same stage, 

John Sevier cast by far the greater shadow, and it is ironic 

ind.eed that "Jackson's day for unqualified leadership of 

the state did not davm until he won imperishable glory at 

New Orleans in the same year in which 'Nollichucky Jack* 

was gathered to his fathers. 

^Tennessee Daughters of the American Revolution, Two 
Famous Tennesseans, p. 8. 

^Hoss, « 
General and Governor John SevierSpecial 

Collections, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, p. 19. 
^Tennessee Daughters of the American Revolution, Two 

Famous Tennesseans, p. 9* 



CHAPTER VII 

JOHN SEVIER--THE LAST YEARS 

As he grew older, John Sevier mellowed somewhat; his 

life took on a different tone and a different style. 

Although he never was able to divorce himself totally from 

the controversies'that had characterized his life, personal 

feuds became a thing of the past. During his second series 

of terms as governor, Sevier found himself facing much the 

same problems he had faced before. Under his leadership, 

Tennessee gained control of that part of her territory that 

had been controlled, by North Carolina under the old pre-Union 

land laws. The process of Indian removal was not only con-

tinued but accelerated.^- President Jefferson's Louisiana 

Purchase was an occasion for rejoicing on the land hungry 

American frontier, and, as could be expected, the Governor 

of Tennessee endorsed it enthusiastically 

Sevier's last term as governor ended in 18091. He re-

jected the advice of friends that he run for the United 

States House of Representatives, and instead announced his 

1Henry D. Whitney, ed., Land Laws of Tennessee 
(Chattanooga, 1891), pp. 23-27• 

^John Sevier to the brigadiers-general of Tennessee, 
February 2, 180^ » Sr.-vier Papers, Tennessee State Library 
and Arch ives, Xashv1,1 le. 
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candidacy for the Tennessee Senate.3 He was elected without 

opposition, and his new colleagues received him warmly: 

The long and uninterrupted continuance of 
that confidence and the undiminished affection 
of a greatful people, are proofs of your merit 
to which we are sensible our testimony can add 

. but little weight. In whatever situation you 
may be placed hereafter, we doubt not that you 
will continue still to merit the esteem and 
affection of the freemen of Tennessee. Accept, 
Sir, our warmest wishes for your future welfare 
and happiness.^ 

John Sevier spent only two years in the Tennessee Senate, 

serving on the crucial committees on public lands and militia 

law. In 1811, he yielded to the urging of friends and ran 

for and was elected to a seat in the United States House of 

Representatives. Undoubtedly, he would have preferred a 

third series of terms as governor, but by 1811 the center 

of political power in Tennessee was moving inexorably west-

ward and- away from Sevier's political strength. Although he 

perhaps could have been elected to a seventh term, and even 

an eighth and ninth, never again could he expect the same 

degree of support he had known in years past. On the other 

hand, by representing East Tennessee in the House, Sevier 

could continue to enjoy the virtually unanimous support of 

his life-long constituents.5 

3Knoxville Gazette, April 22, 1809, August 5» 1809. 

^Senate resolution, author unknown, quoted in Driver, 
John Sevier, pp. 201-02. 

5Ibid., p. 202. 
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Sevier served in Congress from 1811 until his death in 

1815. and was elected without opposition each term. Much to 

the surprise of some of his contemporaries, but not those 

who knew him well, Sevier moved in Washington social circles 

with polished grace, frequently sharing a dinner table with 

President Madison and. other chief government officials.^ 

Thomas Perkins Abernethy, Sevier's chief twentieth century 

critic, has pointed out that other than socially, the man 

from Nolachucky cut no great figure in Washington.1? Prom an 

official standpoint, this appears to be true. Nowhere is it 

recorded that John Sevier ever said a word on the floor of 

the House, or that he ever made a speech worth recording, or 

that he ever authored an official report or sponsored a bill. 

But perhaps records alone, or the lack of them, can be mis-

leading. Apparently his colleagues highly respected his 

specialized abilities, for they immediately appointed him to 

two of the most important committees of his day, the Committee 

of Military Affairs and the Committee of Indian Affairs.® 

Although his official words were few, apparently the old 

soldier*s backroom counsel was highly prized as the possibility 

of renewed conflict with Great Britain loomed larger and 

larger on the horizon. 

^"Sevier's Diary," November 21, 1811} January 1, 1812; 
January 15, 1812, reprinted in Heiskell, Andrew Jackson, 
2:59^-607. 

?Abernethy, Frontier to Plantation, p. 181. 

^Driver, John Sevier, p. 204. 
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As f>r as his attitude toward England was concerned, 

John Sevier would have to "be counted with the War Hawks.9 

His voting record, if not his voice, spoke loud and consis-

tently. After war was declared, Sevier never wavered in his 

support of the Jeffersonian Party and the war posture he knew 
\ 

his own constituents favored. He "became particularly Incensed 

when others did not remain as steadfast as he. In writing 

to Governor Shelby of Kentucky in 181^, he expressed the hope 

that they should live to see the day when 

. . . the insidious machinations of the old and 
inevitable enemy, together with our domestic 
foes . . . with their perfidious schisms will a 
second time be confounded.^ 

He went on to add that when he heard "toryism, treason, and 

insurrection preached up in the sacred walls of our National 

legislature," he found it so grating as to render it impossible 

for him to retain any degree of reason and moderation.^ Some 

of his friends urged Sevier to take a more direct and active 

role in the renewed straggle with Britain, and, indeed, 

President Madison even offered him a generalship. Ironically, 

had not age forced the old soldier to decline the commission, 

^William A. Walker, Jr., "Martial Sons: Tennessee 
Enthusiasm for the War of 1812," Tennessee Historical Quarterly, 
20 (March, 1961):22-23, 32-33. 

l^John Sevier to Evan Shelby, n. d., Draper, Draper 
Manuscript Collection,, State Historical Society of Wisconsin, 
Madison, 2.0:109-

11Ibid. 
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It Is probable that he, and not Andrew Jackson, would have 

been In command at New Orleans.^ 

The year 1815 marked the end of the conflict with Great 

Britain and the end of an illustrious career for John Sevier. 

He had lived his seventy years to the fullest, but now he was 
\ 

old and tired. Still, there was one more job for him to do, 

a job for which he was uniquely qualified. On the last day 

of its third session in 1815» Congress had passed a bill 

authorizing the creation of a special commission to survey 

the boundary lines of the land obtained in the Treaty of 

Fort Jackson which ended the Creek Wars. • Sevier was asked to 

serve on this commission.^-3 On June 10, 1815, he set out on 

what was going to be his last mission. He died on September 

2k, 1815. in a lonely camp on the Creek boundary line in 

what is now the state of Alabama. He was buried outside the 

walls of Port Decatur, near the banks of the Tallapoosa 

River. It would be seventy-two years before the people of 

Tennessee came to carry his remains home again. 

Today on the courthouse lawn in Knoxville, and very 

near the exact spot where Sevier and Andrew Jackson first 

came to blows, there rises an impressive memorial. Beneath 

^Tennessee Daughters of the American Revolution, Two 
Famous Tennesseans, p. . 

13"Sevier's Diary," March 11, 1815. reprinted in 
Heiskell, Andrew Jackson, 2:6l0. 
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It is burled the man from Nolachucky, and on the monument 

there is the following testimonial: 

John Sevier, Pioneer, soldier, statesman, and 
one of the founders of the Republic; Governor of 
the State of Franklin; six times Governor of 
Tennessee; four times elected to Congress; a ' 
typical pioneer, who conquered the wilderness, and 
ifashioned the State; a projector and hero of King*s 
Mountain; fought thirty-five battles, won thirty-
five victories; his Indian war cry "Here they are! 
Come on boysi " 
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